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Hung jury
Simmons gets mistrial
in 'hopeless deadlock'
by Brad Jenkins & Kathcryn Lenker
senior and staff writers
The Brent Simmons capital
murder trial ended in a mistrial
Wednesday after jurors informed
the judge they were "hopelessly
deadlocked."
"We were unable to reach a
verdict," forewoman Jennifer
Martin told the judge and crowded courtroom after deliberating a
total 12 hours.
.
Simmons, a former JMU student, is charged with the shooting deaths of former JMU students Ann Olson, 25, and Keith
O'Connell, 23. Because there was
a mistrial, Simmons will be tried
again. Prosecutors and defense
attorneys plan to meet today to
determine a new trial date.

Silence overtook the courtroom as observers waited for the .
10-woman, two-man jury to
announce its decision.
Simmons sat calmly between
his defense attorneys, not showing any outward reaction, as he's
done throughout the trial.
Defense attorney David Walsh
had his arm on the back of
Simmons' chair, and Simmons'
family sat quietly, looking
straight ahead while awaiting the
jury's decision. /
The jury indicated they had a
decision after the lunch recess
Wednesday afteK/feliberating all
day Tuesday and a portion of
Wednesday morning. Martin
told Rockingham County Circuit
Court Judge Porter Graves that
see JURY page 2

PROSECUTION

VS.

DEFENSE

•When put together,
evidence points
to SimmonsY guilt.

•Police rushed to judgement.

•Past violence between Simmons
and Olson shows Simmons'
jealousy and potential motive.

•Card to Olson from Simmons 5 days
before murders: "-Thank you for
being my friend."

•Witnesses say they saw a white
Chevy Blazer in Harrisonburg the
morning of the murders; Simmons
owns a Blazer.

•Blazer is owned by Hunter's Ridge
resident

•Murders allegedly occurred at
2:30 a.m.; Simmons denies being
in Harrisonburg at that time
to the police before the police gave
him any details.

•Olson and O'Connell didn't get
to apartment until 2:40-3 a.m.
Made pizza order at 1:26 a.m.
arrived at Spanky's at about
2:05 a.m. Witness says they ate
at Spanky's for 30-45 min.

•Simmons said gun was stolen; tells
different people different locations.
Didn't report stolen gun to South
Carolina authorities, where it was
reportedly stolen.

•Simmons didn't report stolen gun
because he thought he wouldn't
get it back anyway.
JENNIFER E. LoMAURO/ contributing artist

JMU snowbound and bound for snow
Despite predictions of mild winter, storm brings Law requiring Harrisonburg
six inches of snow and cancels Wednesday classes residents shovel sidewalks not
'rigidly' enforced, police say
out our tongues to catch snow, pounded JMU. He now has a
by Courtney A. Crowley

slipped around and had a snow- crew of extremely tired workers
Hfe"i
fight. I loved not having on his hands.
news editor
|5?% ball
"The snow was kind of by Lisa Rosato
class. I didn't have any tests, but
El Nifto sure is a mercurial I got to sleep in late and be wimpy, but mixed with every- staff writer
thing, especially following last
soul. For the second time in a slack."
If you feel like you need a team of huskies to get you safely down
But there was one group on week's storm, it was hard on our
week, Mother Nature dumped
South
Main Street sidewalks in one piece after a snow storm, you
workers,"
Auckland
said.
"1
campus
that
wasn't
slack.
The
substantial
snowfall
in
Harrisonburg after weather fore- facilities maintenance staff was hope we can go at least two aren't alone.
The Harrisonburg city code requires all city property owners
casters predicted a mild winter on the job around the clock from weeks without another one."
Facilities management was with public sidewalks bordering their property to clear them within
for the Valley because of the Tuesday night through yesterout in full force. "We had out all three hours once snow stops falling, said Captain Daniel Claytor,
day evening.
tropical weather phenomenon.
"We never knew what it was the vehicles we could spare," Harrisonburg Police Department This law has been in place for at
The storm forced JMU to cangoing
to do," said Jim Auckland, Auckland said. "We put snow least 25 years.
cel classes Wednesday, and stuIf snow stops falling in the middle of the night occupants have
director
of facilities manage- removal equipment on.
dents took advantage of the midment. "The sleet made it diffi- ■ Everything we could use, we until 10 the next morning to clear a path on sidewalks. The code also
week vacation.
"I got up at 1:30 p.m. and cult With snow, if you can keep had. out there. We used it all: provides for a clearing service to those property owners who aren't
studied and had a nice, relaxing up with it, you can push it away. dump trucks, back hoes and present or don't clear the sidewalk. A fee will be charged for that
E4r JL^HM^l
day," junior Jennifer Talbott said. But this slush made it difficult to lawn mowers with blades for the service, Gaytor said.
Claytor said the ordinance is not rigidly enforced. "We try to be
sidewalks."
"I was very glad school was can- deal with."
Workers concentrated on reasonable [with residents]," he said, "The police department doesAuckland said some of his
celed."
clearing
streets and sidewalks, n't go around and inspect the sidewalks. There just isn't time for
staff
members
sacrificed
time
Sophomore Mary Beth
Tinkham said, "[My roommates with their families to stay in trying to make them passable for that." The police will, however, respond to complaints concerning
and 0 went out to see how deep town and combat the six inches
see SHOVEL page 2
• see STORM page 2
it was in our flip-flops and stuck of snow, sleet and ice that
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the jury was hung.
Graves then instructed them to
return to deliberation and try to
reach a verdict. "If you can reach
a decision without sacrificing
your individual decisions, it is
your duty to do so," he told
them.
Two women jurors wept as
they left the courtroom and
could be heard sobbing after
leaving.
After 30 minutes of additional
deliberation, the jury returned to

IINIVMSITl
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Commonwealth's Attorney Douglas Stark and Defense Attorney David Walsh went head-tohead for the Simmons capital murder trial. On
Wednesday, the jury said it couldn't make a decision after a total 12 hours of deliberation, but Rockingham County Judge Porter Graves called
for a mistrial only after he made them deliberate further. After 30 more minutes, the jury reemerged and said they couldn't reach a decision.
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CORRECTION
In the Feb. 2 issue of The
Breeze, the article "Student
media leaders receive annual
stipends" should have said
The Bluestone and WXJM
aren't entirely dependent on
the media board for funding.
It also should have said that
VVXJM's total budget is about
$30,000.
The Breeze regrets the errors.
w

campus pedestrians. So even
though it continued to sleet yesterday, closing nearly everything in the area for a second
day, students were back to
school. "We were as prepared as
you ever get," Auckland said.
"We were able to get around [on
campus] while most of the community was still closed."
Some students aren't particularly happy that facilities management is so efficient. "I was
really pissed off we had class. I
slept in until 9:05 a.m. and my
class was at 9:25," senior Erin
Brown said.
But Auckland took it in stride.
"That's what we're here for," he
said. "Our hope is we never have
to close."
Some students, while not
exactly thrilled with getting up
for class on such a nasty day,
managed to look on the bright
side. "I was really annoyed mat
we had class yesterday, but I

continued from page 1

guess it's better than having class
on a beautiful Saturday in April,"
junior Jenny Perepletchikov said.
This winter, despite forecasters
predictions to the contrary, has
turning out to be a not-so-mild
one. The last time JMU closed for
at least two days in a semester
was in January 1996, when the
university was closed Jan. 8,9,10
and 12.
That storm was classified as a
blizzard, public relations specialist Janet Smith said. The university shut its doors for the fourth
day due to flooding. To make up
the missed class time, students
will probably end up going to
class on Reading Day, which is
May 1, she said.
But what if El Nino strikes again?
"If we miss anymore time, students will probably have to
attend Saturday classes [like JMU
instituted in 1996)," Smith said.
"But I haven't heard anything
about Saturday classes yet."

dangerous sidewalk conditions.
Roger Soenksen, a School of
Media Arts and Design professor, has lived on Lee Avenue
near Waterman Elementary
School for 14 years and wasn't
aware of the city ordinance. "I
know from the past homeowner
that if you are close to a school
you must make a pathway available for the kids to use the sidewalks," he said. "I don't know if
a statute exists though."
Claytor said HPD doesn't
inform property owners about
the ordinance because it's a common sense law that relies on the
"reasonableness" of the owner.
Shoveling is also a prudent
action to avoid a lawsuit by an
injured pedestrian.
Personal Injury Lawyer
Franklin Blatt of Harrisonburg
said a lot goes into determining
the value one could sue for
injury incurred from a fall on a
sidewalk in front of a private

property. The value can depend
on the cost of medical treatment
and whether the injury results in
permanent disability, he said.
John Q. Adams, another
Harrisonburg personal injury
lawyer said, "It would be a very
difficult case^to win because even
though the [property owner] was
negligent, the person who walks
on the sidewalk must be careful." ■
Injured pedestrians would have
to say they were unaware there
was snow or ice on the path in
order to win their case, he said.
"If [snow and ice is] obvious,
then they can't win," he said.
According to Fred Hilton,
director of media relations, if a
pedestrian was injured due to a
fall on campus it would generally
be the person's fault
"But it depends on the case —
it's like if you were walking anywhere in public," he said.
"Everyone has a responsibility to
exercise care."
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Pink triangles on faculty doors
t^AlJnf^l point way to JMU Safe Zones
by Neal Crovo

police reporter
Campus police report the following:

by Tamar Anitai
contributing writer

Possession of Marijuana
• Trent L Pence, 19, a non-student of
Harrisonburg, was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana at Godwin Had bus
slop at 2a.m. Feb. 1.

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Erin L Deviney, 20, of Virginia Beach, was
arrested and charged with underage possession
of alcohol at Godwin HaH at 11:58 p.m. Jan. 30.

Underage Consumption
• Two students were judicially charged with
underage consumption of alcohol in Wine-Price
HaRat3:24am Feb.1.
• A student1 wa9 judicially charged with
underage possession of alcohol at Godwin Hall
at 11:58 p.m. Jan. 30.

Grand Larceny
• Urtdentrfied rncfividuals allegedly stole 35-40
CDs, a VCR, an unknown amount of jewelry and
a black Banana Republic wallet containing a
credit card from an unsecured room In Howard
Johnson's at 4:15 am. Feb. 1.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a gray,
men's, 21-speed mountain bike, serial No.
WIU1283284M at McGraw-Long Hall at 10:40
am Jan. 29.

The estimated value of the bike is $520.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
bookbag containing a Texas Instruments TI82
calculator, a bee sting kit, a Music 200 textbook,
a microeconomics textbook and a kinesiology
notebook at Weaver Hal at 9:24 am Feb. 2.
The estimated value of the Items is $319.92

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified incfivkJuals altegedry stole a key
chain, a JAC card and other items from a room
in Eagle Hall at 1:59 p.m Jan. 30;
The estimated value of the items is $29.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a
Roadmaster Climber, 10-speed bike, serial No.
R383C€WN08R23IF from Wayiand HaH at 7:06
pm Feb. 1.
The estimated value of the bike is $80.

Property Damage
• Unidentified individuals allegedly scratched
the front, sides and and back of a red 1993
Hyundai with a key or similar sharp object inXfot at 4:55 pm Jan. 30.
• Six to eight unidentified college-age males
altegedry used a Wack magic marker to mark up
the walls of tie elevator and approximately 12
memo boards on the north wing of the second
floor in Blue Ridge HaH at 205 am. Feb. 1.
• Ryan P. Haynes, 20, of Mqorestown NJ, and
Whitney L. Shane, 19, a non-student of
Richmond, were arrested and charged with
property damage after allegedly shattering the
windshield and scratching the hood, breaking the
fog lights and kicjdng the driver's door of a 1997
Jeep Wrangler in N-tot at 5 pm Jan. 31.

The damage is estimated at $2,000.
Fire Alarm
• An alarm was activated due to overcooked
food on a stove in Dingtedine HaH at 2:49 a.m.
Feb.1.
The alarm was reset
Number of drunk in public charges since June 4:

46
Number of tickets given between Jan. 27 and
Feb. 2:780

Perhaps you've seen a pink triangle
"Safe Zone JMU" sticker on a faculty
member's office door but didn't know
what it was. The Safe Zone JMU program
allows members of the JMU community
and participating faculty and staff to speak
confidentially about issues surrounding
sexuality.
"The sticker basically says if you're
having an issue, be it personal or academic, surrounding sexuality, I am a resource
with whom you can feel comfortable discussing that without feeling like you're
going to be attacked," said Sean Pugh, a
volunteer in the Safe Zone JMU program.
The pink triangle is a symbol for homosexual rights and acceptance. A sticker on
a volunteer's door means the person inside
is an "ally — gay affirming or gay friendly" and will be a "supportive, trustworthy
and sensitive" listener for students aYid
faculty to privately voice concerns over
gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgendered
issues, according to the Safe Zone JMU faculty and staff guide.
"[People] always say 'glbf for 'gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered.' But I
would add to that a 'q' for 'questioning,' "
said Violet Allain, an education professor
and an organizer of the program. "Many
people are still working out identity issues.
It's more reflection than trying to decide
what you are."
The program began last semester when
English professor Cynthia Gilliatt organized a group of JMU faculty members
whom she knew would be sympathetic
and had experience working with the
cause of homosexuality. It's a group of
people who are "well-versed on the issues
and open to learning more," Allain said.
Pugh said the program was proposed
to the Commission on Community, a
group of administration, faculty and stu-

dents that grants funding for educational
programs. The Commission on
Community awarded $500 to Safe Zone
JMU to launch the program and help
advertise, produce brochures, print stickers, hold training workshops and obtain
resources.
The program was advertised to faculty
and staff to accept volunteers, and
response came from nearly all departments and areas of campus, Pugh said.
About 95 faculty members participate
in the program, he said. Sexual orientation
isn't a factor. "We don't ask," Pugh said.
"It's not an issue. Because of the sensitive
nature of the topic, it has to be voluntary.
If s not the sort of thing you can force people to be comfortable with.
Either you are or
you aren't."
Volunteers attend
a two-hour workshop
and participate in activities like discussing stereotypes and myths of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgeiv
dered people and looking at
the different stages of homosexual acceptance.
Volunteers sign an agreement to
maintain the confidentiality and sexual orientation of those who come to
them for advice and support. Informal
brown bag lunches are held for the volunteers as follow-ups on the responses
they've had from the general public to discuss issues which may have arisen and
share suggestions and insight with fellow
volunteers.
It is unknown how many students have
used the program. Pugh said no one has
approached him, but Allain said a couple
students have come to her.
"They talk about what it's like being
gay, lesbian, bisexual- or transgendered at
this university,"Allain said. "Sometimes
we discuss curricular issues. I'm especially

interested in experiences inside the classroom. Some people are at different points
in coming out. Some know some professors won't be receptive to this. Others will.
"One student just came in to thank me
for having the sticker on my door," she
said. "She didn't need the service, but she
said it gave her a good feeling to see the
sticker and know there are people who are
welcoming and non-judgmental for students to talk to."
Pugh said the program is important at
JMU "because of the invisibility of the gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgendered community. You can't tell by looking, so sometimes it's hard for students who may be
gay to feel like they have a community."
Pugh said JMU
is a fairly open
climate for gays
and lesbians, but
one reason could be
that people don't talk
about gay issues.
'People don't think they
know gay or lesbian peole, which is not true," he
said. "They don't know that
they know people who are gay
or lesbian. People need to address
in a educational setting where
we're supposed to be open and higher-minded."
JMU is not the only school with a pro' gram like Safe Zone. Pugh said other
schools like the University of Richmond,
Randolph-Macon College, University of
Maryland-College Park, Penn State
University and California Poly Tech are a
few of the schools with similar programs.
This semester, posters and brochures
advertise the program across campus to
students and faculty, according to Linda
Elliott, an administrative assistant in the
Office of Residence Life. "We're making
buttons to prompt students and staff to ask
questions about the program."

Membership has its privileges ...
Hard work pays off for honors students in form of computer lab, lounge
by Kelly Hannon
staff writer

.

With the opening of the Hillcrest computer lab and lounge
exclusively for honors students, they now have a new hideaway
for studying in between classes.
Located in the basement of Hillcrest House, the lab's grand
opening was Jan. 27, despite the snowstorm that hit the Valley.
Students joined JMU President Ronald Carrier, Executive Vice
President Linwood Rose and Honors Program Director Joanne
Gabbin for the event.
"This is a program that has been coming for a year and a half,"
Gabbin said. "We needed a place where honors students could
gather and be a community."
An academic review panel that analyzed the honors program
two years ago concluded a computer lab would be a beneficial
resource for honors students.
"We serve about 600 students, so by offering these programs
to the honors students, we are serving their needs while actually
decreasing demand [on other labs]," said Joyce Wszalek, assistant
director of the honors program.
A small lounge area contains a sofa and several chairs for students to study in, a TV/VCR and a small kitchenette area with a
sink and cabinets.
Tucked away in a side room are five Dell PCs and two Power
Macintosh computers. There are also two photo-scanners, one for

each platform. The lab also has a laser printer, and the computers
are loaded with a wide assortment of programs.
"You name [the program], it's probably in here," said Office
Services Specialist Donna Shafer-Riha. Shafer-Riha works in the
new lab. Specific programs that are currently loaded in the computers include: Simeon, Aldus PageMaker, QuarkXpress, Netscape,
Photoshop and Art Historian.
"We've added programs that students in honors classes seem
to be using," Wszalek said. "We'll add programs as the budget
allows."
Gabbin said the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs allocated $50,000 for lab construction, equipment and
upkeep and renovation of the basement area.
But Wszalek sees the benefit of the new lab extending beyond
honors students to the JMU population as a.whole.
One honors student seemed surprised when asked about the
new lab. It appears many are unaware that it exists. But after
stopping by for a tour, honors student Jane Guschke said, "It's a
secret that shouldn't be kept for long."
With 600 honors students, there is the possibility of overcrowding. "We're adding computers to campus so it shouldn't
get [too crowded]. My guess is we'll have a crush in early April,"
Wszalek said. "We might have to tighten the rules if that happens, but we haven't seen overcrowcUng that we're aware of yet."
Hours of operation: Monday through Thursday 8 a.m.-ll p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday closed. Sunday 5-11 p.m. Honors students who use the lab are asked to sign in.
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SUNDAY, FEB. 1 thru SATURDAY, FEB. T

Change

nutrition

menus
Sunday 2/1

Wednesday 2/4

Monday 2/2

Tuesday 2/3

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Sausage. Pancakes
Cream of Potato Soup
Fried Chicken / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes"
Wax Beans
Broccoli »7 Cheese Sauce

Vegetarian Chili
Nacho / Potato Skin Bar
Chicken Jambalaya
Italian Green Beans
Corn

Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Patty Sandwich
Tomato Herb Sauce
Beef Short Ribs
Roasted Potatoes
Peas & Carrots
Green Beans

Beef Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Broccoli/Mushroom Quiche
Mashed Potatoes / Gravy
Kale
Mixed Vegetables

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Potato Skin Bar

Vegetable Fajila

Cuban Shepherds Pie

Pork Chops
Chicken Nuggets
Macaroni and Cheese
Glazed Baby Carrots
Green Bean Casserole

Fried Fish
Roast Turkey w/ Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Bread Dressing
Broccoli S|v.Mi.
Sugar Sijip Peas

Kung Pau Chicken
Beef Burgundy
Egg Noodles
Mixed Vegetables
Spinach
Rice

Moussaka
Battered Fried Chicken Strips
Rice
Broccoli w/ Cheese Sauce
Carrots

Vegetable Lo Mein

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Corn and Lima Beans

Black Bean Cakes w/
Pineapple Chutney

t*

more!

Black Bean ' Vegetable Chili
Pizza
Mexican Turkey & Chili Pic
Peas
Cauliflower au Gratin

Saturday 2/7

Friday 2/6

Thursday 2/5

Garden Vegetable Soup
Soft Shell Taco
Baked Fish Tomato Basil
Spanish Rice

Corn
Zucchini / Yellow Squash

Artichoke Olive & Rice
Paella

Scrambled Eggs
Homefried Potatoes
Chicken Sausage / Bacon
Cinnamon Apples
French Toast
Green Beans
Breast of Chicken w/ Apples
& Cream Sauce
Kansas Rice Medley
Spicy Veg, W/ Crisp Rice

Bean Enchilada

Peach & Pecan Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Homefried Potatoes
Sausage Links. Pancakes
Chicken Gumbo Creole
Chowder
Wing Dings
Green Beans
Mixed Vegetable
Beans & Apples w/ Brown
Rice

Beef Brisket w/ Onion &
Sauce
Baked Shrimp A Noodle
Baked Potatoes
Broccoli / Cauliflower with
Cheese Sauce
Peas

Baked Manicotti wl 2 Sauces
Chicken Cacciatore
Egg Noodles
Honey Glazed Carrots
Succotash

Shell Pasta & Vegetable
Casserole

Cheese Enchilada

NOW AVAILABLE
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Coming Mon. Feb 2
Purple 8 Gold Sweetie Pie
Blueberry, Apples, Cinnamon and Granola
make this a dessert treat not to be missed!

Only $11.99
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TWO WEEKS ONLY!

STARTING FEB 2

Enjoy your choice of Texas Style Chili
or New England Clam Chowder
served in a sourdough bread bowl.

ONLY $2.99!

Add a 32 oz. soda - Pay only $3.70

WARM UP WITH PC DUKES!
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LEARN
variety of positions
NEW
flexible schedules "
SKILLS!

TODAY!
PC Dukes
Gibbons Hail

GREAT
BENEFITS
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Speaker discusses
British Empire
by Jen Bonds

____

contributing writer
About 100 students and faculty considered
the ''spirit of British liberty" and the reasons for
Britain's success as a world power in Taylor
Hall Tuesday evening as Jack Green of Johns
Hopkins University spoke.
In his hour-long speech. Green outlined the
rise of Britain as a world power in the early 15th
century, traits that made the country unique
compared to its European counterparts and the
country's desire to expand the empire's status
as a world power. England had a passion for
independence and although Britain and neighboring France were both monarchies, the two
countries were drastically different, Green said.
The main difference between France and Britain
was that France's monarchy made law as it
pleased. Britain had an elected parliament that
made the laws.
Green also said Britain's success could be
attributed to the people's belief that God selected them to expand around the globe.
"[The British believed] Great Britain was
under covenant by God, selected by God,"
Green said.
Green evoked laughter from the audience
later in the speech when he gave 15th century
British impressions of their American colonist
counterparts.
.
"The colonists in America were deemed in
[British] papers as pagan, barbarous and savage
individuals, not worthy to be considered
British/' Green said. One of the main factors
influencing their words was the colonial
enslavement of Africans for labor on plantations.^
I
Sophomore Matt Gregg said he enjoyed the
program. "One of my classes required that I
come tonight," he said. "Some of it went over
my head, but it was still good."
Graduate student Ben Rose said, "[Green] is
a learned scholar, I just wanted to see what he
had to say. It seemed very interesting."

University makes plans to purchase
Medical Arts complex for office space
by Alison Manser

.

staff writer
JMU is making plans to purchase the
Medical Arts complex on South Main
and Harrison Streets this fall to use as
office space.
Because of campus expansion,
including increased enrollment and the
new Student Success Center, JMU must
make space for the academic and student service units' move to Warren and
Wilson Halls.
Payroll, accounting, budget and
resource planning are among possible
offices that will move from Warren and
Wilson to the complex.
The Medical Arts complex property
covers over 39,072 square feet. The complex consists of three separate structures: the West building, located on
Harrison Street and the two-part East
Building located on South Main Street.
Charles King, vice president of
administration and finance, said the
price for the Medical Arts project is
$3,300,000. The money will come from
auxiliary reserves and will take ten
years to pay back from state funds.
In addition, JMU expects to collect
$150,000 rent from the present tenants of
the building for the first year. The
amount of rent will drop each year
thereafter as tenants move out and JMU
occupies all of the space.
The proposal still requires approval
from the Virginia General Assembly,
Governor George Allen and the JMU
Board of Visitors.
In the meantime, the university
wants to lease administrative offices in
the complex from the present owner.

JORDAN mSElMMWIconiributing photographer
The Medical Arts complex, located on South Main Street and Harrison street,
encompasses 39,072 square feet and will cost about $3,300,000.

"Because of the Student Success Center,
we need to find space," Steve
Knickrehm, assistant vice president of
resource planning, said. "This is about
as convenient a space from campus that
we could find.
JMU will rent office space this spring
with current operating funds. •
"Long-term plans for the complex
are primarily to place administrative
units that don't meet with students on a
daily basis and that do not need to be on
campus in [the complex],"Knickrehm
said.
Over the last year and one-half, JMU
has attempted to purchase two vacant
bank buildings in downtown
Harrisonburg from First Union Bank,
according to King. Once the Medical

Arts complex purchase is approved,
JMU will drop its proposal for the
downtown buildings because of local
opposition from the pnvate sector,
"JMU did not want to stand m Uie
way if there were individuals from the
private sector who wanted these [downtown] buildings," King said.
Knickrehm said, I like to call this
[purchase] part of our expanded campus "
With an increase of nearly 2,000 students in the past two years, JMU expects
to add another 1,000 students in the next
several years. Governor George Allen's
proposed budget for 1998-2000 also calls
for the establishment of approximately
85 new faculty and staff positions at
JMU.

SGA to lobby JMU interests in Richmond
administration established the fund to
allow parents of small children to begin a
tax-free savings account to save for higher
SGA reporter
education in Virginia.
Phillips said those senators lobbying
The Student Government Association
would
also represent the opinion of JMU's
Senate plans to send a group of senators to
administrators,
but she has not met with
lobby the Virginia Legislature on bills
Executive
Vice
President
Linwood Rose to
related to higher education on Feb. 10.
get
the
administration's
opinion.
Senate spent its Tuesday meeting disCommuter Sen. Richard Jenkins
cussing those bills on its agenda.
The lobbying agenda originally, includ- opposed passing the agenda because
ed a bill to give Virginia universities' Senate did not know the opinion of the
Boards of Visitors the right to decide administrators and didn't know which
whether to make U.S. history a required position senators would lobby from.
"I think it is ridiculous to give [those
course for graduation, but Senate decided
lobbying]
our consent on something we
there was a lack of consensus on campus
don't
even
know about," Jenkins said.
concerning the issue.
He
said
he opposed putting a "rubber
SGA will lobby a bill that would make
it easier for spouses and dependents of stamp" on the agenda before knowing
military personnel to obtain in-state what the administration's view is.
Senate decided not to include the U.S.
tuition. Another bill allows institutions of
history
issue on the lobbying agenda
higher education to receive up to $66 milbecause
views
of students and administralion in state bonds to fund capital
tors
might
conflict.
improvements. The two projects at JMU
Commuter Sen. Tim Emry said, "This
the bonds would fund include $1,082,000
for dining facility renovations and is a controversial issue on campus. Since
$3,214,000 for the parking deck by we are faced with no better option, I think
we should just take [lobbying the history
Newman Lake.
Another bill would allow for tax bill] off [the agenda]."
Senate approved the remainder of the
deductions on monies paid to the Virginia
agenda.
higher education trust fund. The Allen
by Marcia Apperson
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SCA
^te^eteTeTa^finance bill proposed by Finance Committee Chair Kristen Brannen
to eive the BreakdancmgQub $2,394*
..J-JThe club requested the money for new uniforms, publicity and for members admis^on^teS^rFhiazzo proposed an amendment to cut the-Breakdancing
club's budget by about $1,000, bringing it down to $1,300, because he felt fundingfor
ten uniforms at $100 a piece was excessive.
„A^;A,.
At Large Sen. Austin Adams said, "What you are seeing here is a group of mdrviduals looking at a budget that shows their members paying $2 fees and coming to ttie
Sool and asking for our permission for $3,000 in change. I think that is somewhat
"^Br^nnen said, "We shouldn't be judging whether they pay dues. We have passed
[finance] bills where people pay minimal or no dues." The amendment failed.
The finance bill passed, giving the club $2,394.
• Guest Speaker Kristy Weeks, student representative to the BOV, informed Senate
about* report she gave to the BOV last week about student concerns with the General
^Son^rfSTen1 don't like the idea of clustering because it limits their choices of
classes, Weeks said. Upperclassmen in Senate wanted to know how many otheruruversities have this type of system
•SGA President April Roberts reported Will Pearson resigned as chair of the Building
and Grounds Committee. Freshman President Andy Oh will replace Pearson.
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DID VOIT KNOW???
fow can join Phi Chi Theta even if you are already
in another organization. You only have to be a
business minor or major to join Phi Chi Theta.
Phi Chi Theta is a professional/business fraternity
that does a lot of fun activities. Want to find out
more? Come join us at Welcome to Margaritaville
TODAY at 8 p.m. on the Godwin Steps and Saturday
Night Party on Saturday at JO p.m. on the Godwin
Steps. Hope to see you there! More to come.

Friendship in the
Age of AIDS
Two f ran tern ity men...
Two good friends...

^L

They never thought
H9V happened to
people like them.

^
^m ifttuvn

u»,.«..,-..,o.»„o.

Phone:
568-8723

Until one of them
became H9Vpositive.
you've heard about A9DS...
you've never heard it like this.
9t's comedy. 9t's real-life.
9t's about drinking.
St's about sex.
9fs about helping friends.

TJ. Sulliuan and Joel Goldman

Hours:

Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - 10 p.m.
•thanks to 'ALL W}(0
'Eti'f'E'RlE'D our contest]

Monday, Feb. 9, 1998, 7 p.m.
Wilson Hall
Sponsored by Panhellenic, IFC and
The Athletic Department.
Come Early!
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IN BRIEF

The New York Stock Exchange is a major financial center of the United States,
but trading shares isn't the only thing happening on the floor. Here are a few
quirks that can be found every day:
Waste
Medical emergencies
Though electronic trading
Who has the time for a
proper heart attack and a
trip to the hospital? Nestled
in the walls of the trading
floor are several cardiacarrest stations.

• Getting a Teaching Position seminar, Roop Hall, rm.
327,1:30 p.m.
• InterVarsity Large Group, Warren Campus Center,
Highlands Room, 7 p.m. Details: Susie, x4075.

frf*"") Shoe cubbies

• Bible study, sponsored by BSU, BSU Center, 7 p.m.
Details: BSU Center, 434-6822.

^

SATURDAY

V

• Nine Ball Tournament, TDU, Comer Pocket, 11 a.m.
Details: Kevin, x6020.
• Mass, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 6 p.m. Details:
Christine, 574-0534.

SUN PAY

8

• Mass, sponsored by CCM, Grafton-Stovall Theatre,
11 a.m. and 5 p.m. Details: Christine, 574-0534.
# Golden Key National Honor Society meeting, Taylor
Hall, rm. 306,4 p.m. Details: Susan, 801-7210.

has greatly reduced the
amount of trash, workers
remove two tons of trash
from the exchange each day.

Aesthetics

f J Do you really want to stand
around all day in your fancy
wing-tips? There are four
coat-rooms for traders to doff
their dress shoes and chance
into comfier footwear, usually
sneakers. Every morning, the
exchange polishes the
members' shoes.

r

ell/

^efT.

Traders decorate their own
booths, which they do with
all the elan of high school
sophomores. Among the
more common items: \ | .
pictures of bikini-clad
women and fart spray.
Source TIME m«g»iine
THOMAS SCALAJgraphics editor
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• Contemporary worship service, sponsored by Wesley
Foundation, Wesley Foundation, 7 p.m. Details: Ben,
434-3490.

p

# Mass, sponsored by CCM, CCM House, 9 p.m. Details:
Christine, 574-0534.

Mayor believes Toledo could become
future city featured on the silver screen

Computer glitch could prevent 50 percent
of flights from take off in the next century

MONDAY

TOLEDO, Ohio — It already offers water, old
buildings and a skyline. With a little salesmanship, Mayor
Carty Finkbeiner believes Toledo could become the
Hollywood of the Midwest.
Finkbeiner has asked the Ohio Film Commission,
which is responsible for trying to lure filmmakers to shoot
scenes in the state, to consider pushing the city as an ideal
location.
"I want to be on the list of cities filmmakers look at
when they think where they want to film their movies,~
the mayor told The Blade today.
The appeal is purely financial: When a production
studio sets up shop in a city, it pumps millions of dollars
into the local economy, hires dozens of locals as extras
and crew, and can increase tourism.
An average major motion picture spends $350,000 per
week on location and hires about 100 locals. In 1996,
filmmakers spent $11.2 million in Ohio and created 3,000
temporary jobs, the commission said.
Finkbeiner's idea has the agency's complete support.
"It's on my priority list to come up there and spend
some time" in Toledo, said Steve Cover, the commission's
assistant manager.
Several major motion pictures have been filmed, at
least in part, in Ohio. "The Shawshank Redemption," a
1994 prison tale adapted from a Stephen King short story,
was shot almost entirely at the former Mansfield
Reformatory. The filming pumped $12 million over 12
weeks into Mansfield's economy, said Amy Weirick, a
manager at the film commission.
But of the dozens of films made in the state during the
past 20 years, none were shot in Toledo.
—AP/newsfinder news service

ARLINGTON — More than half the nation's flights
could be prevented from take off at the turn of the
century because the Federal Aviation Administration is
lagging in its efforts to fix the Year 2000 computer
problem, USA Today reported in yesterday's editions.
At a Congressional hearing yesterday, lawmakers
planned to quiz FAA officials on how to address the
glitch, which results when computers can't process dates
after 1999.
The aviation administration had anticipated it would
"adjust the most critical of the computer systems by
November 1999. But independent auditors say the FAA
won't make the deadline and is only 7 percent through
the upgrades now.
Rep. Steve Horn, R-Calif., who co-chairs the hearing,
told the paper that the problem threatens to ground 50
percent or more of flights.
"There are too many questions and too few answers,"
Horn said.
FAA officials insist safety won't be compromised, and
they will arrive at a solution.
A General Accounting Office report and a Department
of Transportation inspector general critique also was to be
released at the hearing.
On Tuesday, the House passed and sent to President
Clinton a bill authorizing $456 million over two years for
FAA research and development programs.
The money — $226.8 million for this fiscal year and
$229.7 million for the year that begins Oct. 1 — will be
used to pay for research designed to improve aviation
safety and security. The FAA runs several dozen research
and development programs.
—AP/newsfinder news service

* Monday Night Madness, sponsored by Pleasant View
Homes, Massanutten Ski Resort, 5-10 p.m. Details:
•Pleasant View Homes, 896-8255.
♦ Madison Marketing Association open discussion, Zane
Showker Hall, rm. 109,6 p.m.
• Students for Camp Heartland meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 306,7 p.m. Details: Celeste, x6887.
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,
8-9 p.m. Details: Stephanie, x5560.

Send Duke Days information
in writing
to find! Metzler.
assistant news editor.
The Breeze,
Q1 flnthony-Seeger
NSC 6805, JMCI
Harrisonburg, Vfl 22807.
Drop it off at The Breeze
office or fax it to 568-6736.
Information is ran on a
space-available basis.

Preview

Coming soon to The Breeze.

Style: Music review of Pearl Jam's new release "Yield'
Sports: Men's wrestling vs. Old Dominion University
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Nowarrivingat Dulles.
Daily service to Dulles, $23 one-way from Harrisonburg.

fj

Serving Harrison burg Since 1942

Go Greyhound.
Ol Greyhound bus service lo Dulles Airport.

www.ftd.com/blakemores

E3 £$

lor fares and schedule informalion. call 54CM34-8052 or 800-231-2222.

we accept all major credit cards
and most debit cards
273 E. MARKET
HARRISONBURG, VA

olSON

^

3355 S.Main Sl.-www.Rreyhound.com
GMyhaml I'M I'll..-. Nil* M I". Iun«r .iHmiil IKH.r

UNIVERSITY ROTC PR0UoLY

,O^OV»NG SCHOLARSHIP AWj
X

4&

+

*$S

These fine men and women have risen to the
chaffenqe of serving their country white havina
(
their education paid for. KOT'C scholarships cover
the cost of tuition, books; and a cash stipend of
$150per month. JUpon graduation they wiffhe
commissioned officers in the U.S. 'Army, if you '
are interested in one of the most excitina careers
available, contact Captain Miffs at X6094
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Someone
misses you
1800-COLLECT
Interested
in Making
your Campus
a Safer
Place?
1 in 4 COLLEGE WOMEN ARE VICTIMS
OF RAPE OR ATTEMPTED RAPE.
1 in 6 MALES ARE VICTIMS OF SEXUAL
ABUSE WITHIN THEIR LIFETIME.
JMU is NOT Exempt from these Statistics.
The Sexual Assault Peer Educators are a diverse
group of students working to prevent Sexual Assault,
violence in relationships, and help fellow students
develop healthy, safe relationships. We need your
help in continuing to promote respect and change on
JMU's campus.
If you are interested in becoming a peer, please call Kristina at
x2831 or come by the Health Center to get an application.
Applications are due February 28th.

couDiueix
BANKER □

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

®

Thanks for
making our
properties
#1!
434-1173

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
DIVISION
College Station ["-..., ,
Townhouse*

ti ttaay.fcb.-6.l9a
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EDITORIAL
Face Off: Art or obscenity?
Removal ofcontroversial work does Zirkle House justified in removing
work whatever reasoning photos not art
disservice to students, community
— Chrystal Jones

— Alex Lowry
I think whoever exercised jurisprudence and removed
the questionable photos from the exhibit at Zirkle
House performed a huge disservice to the campus
community and our society in general.
First, I realize Harrisonburg is a conservative community, and such materials have no place in local stores or
homes. But Zirkle House is property of the
campus community and as such, ought to
serve as a safe house from the hysterical and predominantly fascist attitudes nurtured by the Bible Belt.
To say nothing of the First
Amendment, we live at JMU
under the pretense of being part of
an enlightened community.
Therefore it's imperative that such
controversial works remain on display for us to determine our own preferences and judge whether a work is good or bad,
beautiful or disgusting. However, the powers that be have
decided to raise moral standards. It's a noble cause, but
why not start at the smut shop downtown?
How are we benefited by not being able to judge the
work for ourselves? Don't butts and vaginas still exist?
Are they obscene or beautiful? We ought to be privy to
other people's impressions and not subject to other people's repression.
It's no longer enough for the gallery staff to choose
who gets to present works; now they can choose which
works are acceptable. Zirkle House is a place that above
all should cater to subjectivity. By implying with their
actions on this matter that beauty and obscenity are measurable poles, the gallery staff has completely undermined
their premise.
There can be no assigned method in ascertaining beauty. I think they should bring the exhibit back with an apology. That way, everyone can laugh, puke, cry or do whatever they want when they look at the photos in question.
Alex lowry is a senior SMAD and English double major.

When I first read about the uproar over Zirkle
House removing Tim Gordon's work I wanted
to view the photographs for myself. What I saw
on BreezeNet wasn't art, but lewd photographs of a woman's crotch and a man's buttocks.
I feel Zirkle House had every right to remove these
photographs from its gallery. Zirkle House staff
said its reasoning behind the removal of the
photographs had nothing to do with
censorship. Gordon's work was
removed because he was "deceptive" in his dealings with them by
not signing a contract or returning
phone calls made to him concerning
the photos, according to an article
in the Jan. 29 Breeze. However, I'm
glad Zirkle House removed Gordon's
work — whatever their reasons — because I
consider the photos to be obscenity, not art.
Monday's Breeze house editorial stated a work is legally obscene if "it meets all three of the following requirements: 1) the average person finds the work offensive as a
whole depending on applicable state laws, 2) the work
appeals to prurient interests and 3) the work lacks serious
literary, artistic, political or scientific value."
I'm an average person and I find the work to be very
offensive. These pictures can only serve as a turn-on for
some very sick puppies. What serious literary, artistic,
political or scientific value can be found in these photographs? You could pick up a porno magazine and view
the same subjects. Hopefully, any decent person can admit
these photographs aren't art.
I doubt anyone can say Zirkle House wasn't justified in
removing Gordon's work. Zirkle House was trying to look
out for the mostly conservative JMU and Harrisonburg
community. I doubt its intention was to purposely censor
anyone. The staff only needed to consider that some people find these types of displays offensive.

Dart...
An "are-you-stupid?" dart to the SCOM majors
who think the Anthony-Seeger lab belongs to them.
Sent in by SMAD lab assistants who wanted to
clear up any misunderstanding but still say you can't
use their lab.
,
. . ■

Put...
A "thank-you-so-much" pat to Linda Cabe
Halpem for helping me find enough credits to
graduate.
Sent in by a student who can get her degree thanks
to you.

Bart...

.

!

A "you-idiot!" dart to my roommate, who
borrowed my bike and then let it get stolen.
Sent in by your pissed off and transportationcdly
challenged roommate.

Pat...

Chrystal Jones is a freshman SMAD major.
A "thanks-for-the-watchful-eye" pat to the
Harrisonburg Police officer who answered our cajl
about a strange man watching us from his car.
Sent in by students who felt safer knowing you '
were there.

Dart..,
An "adding-sobriety-to-sorrow" dart to the person;
who stole our two TVs and then stole our beer from V
our refrigerator.
Sent in by Hunter's Ridge residents who can't even
drown their sorrows over their, lost TVs thanks to
you.

Pat...
Editorial Policy

Kristen Heiss . .. editor

Breeze
) A M F. S

MAIIISON

Laura L. Wade . . . managing editor

Kelley M. Blassingame,. . opinion editor

UNIVERSITY

Letters to the editor should be no more thin 500 winds, columns should be no more
than 800 words, and both will be published on a space available basis. They must he
delivered to The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves, the right to edit for clarity and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff, or James Madison University.

A "rock-on" pat to TJ Johnson for putting on
awesome shows at the Biltmore every Wednesday
night.
Sent in by a customer who appreciates the energy
you bring to the Biltmore atmosphere.

Dans & Pats are submitted anonymously and printed on a
space-available basis. Submissions are based upon one person's
opinion of a given situation, person or event and do not
necessarily reflect the truth.
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OP/ED
students
Tim Gordon, an artist exhibiting at and not standing up for your beliefs at the
Zirkle House gallery, had some of right time can have even bigger repercushis works removed from the walls sions than standing firm for an unpopular
by the Zirkle House executive gallery staff viewpoint.
All parties involved in this morass are
Jan. 20. He wasn't informed of this by anyincredibly lucky all of this has happened
one on the Zirkle House staff; he found out
under the protecfrom friends.
tive umbrella of
Almost instantly,
JMU. If this were
questions arose
the real world,
regarding the
with real jobs at
issue of censorstake, I'm certain
— Jeff Simmermon
ship. Whether
someone would
Gordon was cenget fired, and a
sored is immaterlawsuit
would
be
involved.
It's actually an
ial to the underlying issues of gallery poliincalculably
enormous
educational
side
cy, both in the present and in the future.
benefit
that
this
situation
has
taken
place,
Regardless of who actually decided to
remove Gordon's work, once the decision and everybody is getting into the act. The
was made, it became the responsibility of student committee at Zirkle House will
never, ever, make this mistake again, and
Zirkle House staff to call Gordon and tell
they learned their lesson without getting
him what had happened. They had at least
fired, sued or marring their professional
48 hours to do this, but for some reason,
reputations.
did not.
Students all over campus are talking
It's my understanding that being in any
about
this. Last weekend, you could hardposition where one is the liaison between
an individual's interests and the public's ly talk about anything else at a party.
People are forming their own ideas about
interests means having your beliefs on the
line at all times. This applies not only to right and wrong in regard to art, arts mangallery directors, but any managers of pri- agement and people skills, and the level of
vate businesses dealing with the public. A public discourse in this matter is enormous.
decision to do nothing is still a decision,

Breeze Reader's View

Plant a seed of
thought in the minds
of others.

load of sausages into Zirkle House on a
whim, let them, but make them bear the
consequences. Experience is a powerful
educator. My grandmother let me touch a
hot stove when I was little because she
knew I wouldn't listen if she told me not
to. I think that type of lesson still applies.
If students want a more traditional, bythe-book gallery show, it's available right
down the street at Sycamore House. They
review slides six months ahead of time,
pick the pieces they want to show and
charge the artist for the food served at the
opening.
In conclusion, I can completely understand why the Zirkle House executive
committee would want to tighten restrictions on students to eliminate the ambiguities that caused the current flap. On the
other hand, I think it ties not only the
artist's hands but the gallery's as well to
deny student artists the opportunity to
screw up badly and learn from it without
having to pay potentially destructive consequences. The pressures of real life and
business will come crashing down on all of
our heads soon enough after we graduate.
Let us learn from our mistakes without
getting killed by them.
JeffSimmermon is a senior art major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Memorial service to be held Sunday
for student who committed suicide
To the Editor:
For those of you who don't already know, the JMU
community lost someone special during winter break. His
name was Scott Samanchik. He was a loving friend to so
many students. We never thought Scott would take his
own life. The poem in last Thursday's Breeze by Kristen
Hanenberg was a beautiful and thoughtful way to express
the feelings so many of us have had since his death.
Unfortunately, Scott suffered from a horrible disease.
This disease is clinical depression and while his gentle
exterior seemed fine, the depression was eating away at
him on the inside. It never allowed him to see all the people who loved him and considered him their friend.
Scott is gone now, taking with him the smile and personality that made him so easy to love. Those who loved
him are welcome to attend a memorial service Sunday at 7
p.m. in PC Ballroom. There will be a candlelight procession beginning at Wilson Hall prior to the service and a
reception afterwards. If you were the least bit affected by Scott's gifts, we
encourage you to come and share in this memorial for
him. We'll miss you Scotty; peace be with you.
Matt Spangler
senior

CIS

Write for the Breeze
Opinion Section.
Call Kelley at x3846
for details*

Gordon has already lost a teaching job.
Luckily, he has the support and influence
of his adviser and the JMU art department
to help him find another job. If he were a
professional teacher who wasn't in JMU's
nest, he could have been ruined for life.
This is why I think Zirkle House and
the campus galleries committee should
avoid all temptation to create a tighter,
more specific policy for running student
galleries. Having artists tied to a specific
contract that phrases exactly what they
will or won't show six months before their
openings destroys the educational purpose
of the gallery. At this stage in our lives,
undergraduate art students are trying all
sorts of styles, methods and approaches to
their artwork. They have to — it's part of
learning what works and what doesn't. A
show of work that's six months to a year
old grossly misrepresents the artist. I know
that's how it works (more or less) in the
real world. But JMU isn't the real world,
and I think we should exploit the safety we
have here in order to learn more.
We, as artists, art managers and students desperately need the opportunities
presented in college to learn from our mistakes without facing being fired, legal
action or massive financial responsibility.
If student artists want to dump a truck-

Mike Halpem
junior
MIS

Supreme Court escaped answers, turned
back clock for human rights in Roe v. Wade
To the Editor:

In 1973, Justice Harry Blackmun wrote in Roe v. Wade.
"We need not resolve the difficult question of when life
begins. When those trained in the respective disciplines of
medicine, philosophy and theology are unable to arrive at
any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the development of man's knowledge, is not in a position to speculate
as to the answer."
With the ludicrous assertion that a question of biology,
the science of life, was even partly a matter of philosophy
or theology, the Supreme Court side-stepped the question

and proceeded, in spite of its admitted (though feigned)
ignorance, as though prenatal lives don't exist. With this
lie, the court didn't acknowledge that what it was really
striking down was the philosophical premise of our
nation: that human rights are intrinsic to human lives.
The Court turned back the clock to when human rights
were granted or denied by the powerful, based on criteria
of their choice. This gave us a nation based on the philosophy of oppression. The mindless resistance to banning
partial-birth abortion, a barbaric and medically unnecessary abortion ritual, highlights this fanatical devotion to
power and control instead of truth and justice.

Abortion rites advocates claim we have a conflict
between core values of life and choice. But it's really a conflict between the philosophy that protects freedom and the
philosophy that destroys freedom. It's a conflict between a
world view that sees us as spiritual beings made in the
image and likeness of God (who alone endows us with
unalienable rights) and a meat manager mentality that
sees us as cattle. It's a conflict between people whose consciences still function and people who have aborted theirs.
Every Supreme Court vacancy causes a panic over
keeping a majority that will support Roe v. Wade. It's a
pathetic spectacle that recalls the effort to maintain a balance of slave and free states in the Senate. When will we
admit that this act of judicial tyranny — devoid of truth,
justice, knowledge, reason and principle — can't stand,
just as the House divided over slavery couldn't stand?
Real Americans will never accept Roe v. Wade. We want
our country back.
Alfred Lemmo
right tot if e-advocate
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Thomas Mauser, D.O.
Blair Holl, M.D.
Kathleen Bell, M.D.

Elizabeth Swallow, M.D.
Cathy Rittenhouse, RNC,NP

Convenient medical and gynecological services for common illnesses
acute problems • physical exams • allerey shots & immunizations • weight loss
• PAP smears • contraception • x-ray & lab on site
OS tfew oV estaMisfied'-patients weCcome ♦ Caff for an appointment
Participates with BC/BS • QualChoice • Cigna • Medicare
530 Neff Avenue, corner Reservoir, behind the mall
432-1234
l
504 W. Spotswood Trail, Elkton, VA 298-1234
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ALL
UNDER
ONE
ROOF!

ALL
UNDER
ONE .
ROOF!
Their weapon is drugs,
Ruffies or GHB.
Dropped in your drink.
It incapacitates you.
You can't fight back.
Watch your drink,
It's your best defense.

ALL
UNDER
ONE
ROOF!

Explore your options with
representatives
from every major!
| Wednesday^Feb. 11,1998"12-3pm«*PC Ballroom |
ENTER AND WINI
Return this ticket to the MAJORS FAIR for a chance to win a

i:;
i IS

$25 6IFT CERTIFICATE
from the JMU BOOKSTORE

• 1111 lari iiiimni mm lanaau '«
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Address
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Raffle tickets available only through this Br«fSS od and will be accepted only at the Majors Fair Wednesday Feb 11

1998. from 12-3
Odds of winning based on number of entries submitted
No facsimiles or duplicates will be accepted. Winner notified by Monday Teb. 16
$£f3*t5£393£i&?<!»$3£J&
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Tragi-Comic twist visits Theatre II
In "Goodnight"
Shakespeare's pain is
another
playwright's pleasure
by Jackie Cisternino
contributing writer
Shakespeare is not often
thought of as a writer of
slapstick humor, but
Canadian playwright
Anne Marie MacDonald manages to transform Shakespeare's
world-renowned tragedies into a
hilarious comedy with her play
"Goodnight
Desdemona
(Goodmoming Juliet)." The play,
which is a parody of
Shakespeare's "Othello" and
"Romeo and Juliet," is at Theatre
D this weekend.
Director Casey Kaleba has
wanted to do a production of
"Goodnight Desdemona" ever
since he saw the premiere of the
play at the Canadian Embassy
several years ago. As for the cast,
Kaleba feels that the actors and
actresses display real talent
although most of them are new
to Theatre II.
"We have a new cast of people who haven't performed in
this space before," Kaleba said.
"Ifs the future of the theatre."
In the lead role, Freshmen
Leaha Boschen plays Constance,
a bewildered associate professor
who feels that Shakespeare's

JEAN VmiAAVSOHIstaff photographer
Othello/Claude Knight (George Wead) converses with Constance (Leaha Boshen) in "Goodnight
Desdemona (Goodmoming Juliet)" at Theatre II Monday night.

tragedies are really comedies.
First-time performer Boschen is
the central character in this slapstick comedy. Boschen feels that
doing this show was a great
experience for her.
"I really enjoyed the people
that I've had to work with,"
Boschen said. "I'm proud that the
show came together because we

didn't have a lot of rehearsal
time."
Junior Scot Carlisle, plays a
confused Romeo in "Goodnight
Desdemona." The script calls for
Romeo to be a cross-dresser, an
attribute which Carlisle handles
with flair. He also speaks in
Elizabethan English, which adds
to the difficulty of his perfor-

mance. Along with Boschen,
Carlisle is also a new comer to
the theatre. This is Carlisle's third
show at JMU.
Noel
Molinelli
plays
Desdemona, a veraciously headstrong character with insane
ambitions. This also contrasts the
Shakespearean Desdemona, who
is offen portrayed as a helpless

victim. Molinelli delved into this
character and made it one of the
most striking performances of the
play. Her mastery of the
Elizabethan English lends credibility to the character. Molinelli
enjoyed working on the play
because the script is so unique.
"[An audience member] has
to have a knowledge of the original Shakespeare plays to understand the parody of it," Molinelli
said.
Although there is a lot of slapstick comedy in "Goodnight
Desdemona," in order to gain a
full understanding of the play's
humor it is best to have read or
seen both "Othello" and "Romeo
and Juliet." In-jokes include a reference to the strawberry handkerchief which plays a key part in
the plot of "Othello" and a parody of the balcony scene from
"Romeo and Juliet," which more
people may be familiar with.
As for staging techniques,
Kaleba uses the space by having
all of the props including,
J Desdemona's bed and the balcony, caddy-corner on the stage.
There is dancing and sword
fighting, including clashes
between Mercutio and Tybalt,
and Desdemona and Iago. The
actors had to go through training
for these scenes, according to
Molinelli.
"Goodnight
Desdemona
(Goodmoming Juliet)" is at Theatre
U until Saturday. Shows are at 8
p.m. Friday-Saturday and at midnight Friday. Tickets are $3.

Technology and books aren't such a bad mix
It wasn't until late last summer that I
became acquainted with the Internet
and learned what all the fuss was
about. Even now, I wouldn't recognize an "html" file if it came up and introduced itself to me, but
I'm starting to learn just
how much time I can
consume pursuing the
joys of "websurfing." I'm
still in the dazzled,
round-eyed stage: anything With pretty graphics or an electronic
soundtrack impresses
me.
Despite the technological complexity of
the Internet, I've discovered a surprising
thing: contrary to what one might expect,
the Internet does not pose a threat to the
written word. In fact, the written word —
poetry, fiction, criticism, letters, book art,
collaborative writing, creative verbalizing
in all forms — is alive and well on the "Net.
Reading and writing related websites
abound in all sorts, sizes and flavors. I'll
touch on a few of the more interesting sites
I've found so far.
Whatever you're looking for, there's a
resource somewhere on the Net. For

authors looking to publish for the first
time, Books A to Z (www.booksatoz.com)
lists agents, illustrators, and marketing
companies as well as offering writing feedback and tutorials through e-mail and chat
rooms.
On the creative
side of writing,
authors and poets
can find a variety
of forums and
webzines — electronic literary mag— Cara Modisett
azines and journals
— for their work.
Though a lot of online 'zines do not tend to
discriminate between weak and quality
writing, I noticed two in particular,
"Magma" and "eScene," which publish
strong poetic and prose voices.
The paper version of "Magma"
(www.magma) is published twice a year
by Stukeley Press in London, England.
"Magma" prints interviews, reviews and a
small amount of poems; its latest issue
included A. Wright's "Our muse like a
mascot"
comes gold-glittered and silent.
A ripe pear on dresser,
soft breath in a one-man tent

From the
Stacks

a lung we crawl i side
small as dusk-b i rabbits.
"eScene" (www.etext.org) specializes in
short fiction and is graphically impressive.
It is "set" in what appears to be a coffee
shop. The 'zine also uses chess icons to
help the reader move through the website.
"eScene" has archived issues from 1996
and 1995 as well as this past year's collection of short stories.
For more recreational writers, there are
interactive sites such as Addventure
Games (www.addvenrure.com). These stories remind me of the "Choose Your Own
Adventure" books popular when I was in
elementary school, but not only can a reader move through adventure stories by
choosing whether to go upstairs or down,
to enter a room or not, etc., but can also
participate in creating new "addventure
games." The storylines tend.to be nonsensical and episodes range from clever to
bland.
For occasional poets, "Andrew," a 24year-old grad student living in California,
according to his webpage "Virtual Fridge"
(queue.ieor.berkeley.edu/~andryan/fridg
e/poems). This is an online counterpart to
the diverting magnetic poetry kits peppering kitchens everywhere these days. The

site includes a collection of previously-created poetry plus the option of contributing
your own, devised from your choice of
topical word lists.
And for those who have no desire to
take up pen (or mouse) in hand to create a
sonnet or an adventure story, there are
plenty of sites for readers. "Handi Links to
Literature" (www.ahandyguide.com) is a
good all-around list. The Auldbooks
Bibliophile Bookshelf (www.auld
books.com) is a great source for online
used and antiquarian book buying. Many
bookstores publish their catalogs online
and it is tantalizing to read the lists and
imagine what the shelves of those shops
must be like. The Internet never will
replace the pleasures of browsing through
dusty stacks for hours on end.
Women's Books Online: A Cooperative
Book Review (www.cybergrrl.com), a
quarterly collaboration between (so far)
seven reviewers, yields some fascinating
titles in poetry, fiction and nonfiction from
more familiar names by Joyce Carol Oates
and Sharon Olds to less familial ones like
Barbara Deming's / Change; I Change, a
book of lesbian -feminist poetry written in
see BOOKS page 15

>
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you don't r
partner,
you can be matched with
another singles player.
Prizes will be awarded to
the top three teams. Rule
sheets are available at the
Corner Pocket desk.
For more information,
contact Kevin at x6020.
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Greek Events and Announcements'
Attention!
Order of Omega applicants!
There will be a mandatory
recruitment meeting on
Mon. ® 9 p.m. in Taylor
405. If you can not attend
call Mark Danzenbaker®
x5867. If you do not attend or
call you will be dropped from
consideration.

ERIC W. COWAN
Pay. D

•Rho Chi ;
Office

e

^ ^e Greek

Life
new

'•-on Birmingham
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Clinical Psychologist

I*

n
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is pleased to announce the opening of his
practice at 1164 S. High St. Dr. Cowan
provides psychological services for children
and adults, couples and families, and treats a
variety of concerns. Dr. Cowan specializes
in psychotherapy to promote personal growth,
and to treat problems such as depression and
bulimia. Dr. Cowan has also worked
extensively with persons coping with issues
of sexual assault/identity, and with those
challenged with serious illness or injury. He
has trained and taught in the graduate program
at James Madison University and received his
doctorate from the California School of
Professional Psychology. Dr. Cowan is
provider for most insurance and health care
plans. Medicare, Medic-aid and for private pay
clients. A no fee initial consultation is available
to persons wishing to explore the possibility
of seeking therapy. A full time office manager
is available Ttiesday through Friday to
discuss appointments, and can provide general
information and insurance inquiries on your1
behalf.

Call (540) 574-3777

I

Like to win dinner for two at the
Biltmore ?
The Greek Week
Committee is searching for designs
for Greek Week T-Shirts. Designs
can be submitted to the Office of
Greek Life (in the folder above the
mailboxes) no later than Wednesday,
Feb. II. We prefer that the designs
be drawn in color. Please include
your name, phone number,
e-mail address, and organization
with your design. The winner will
be selected Feb. 16, and will be
notified promptly. The prize for the
winner is dinner for two at The
Biltmore Grill. Questions? Call
Brian Healy @ 80/'-8289.
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Gate' lead?

by Garret Piekney

staff writer
For the moment the gate
stands alone. Its graceful and imposing black
metal contrast with surrounding snow. The
artwork, which sits in the courtyard between Duke Hall and the
Music Building, was installed
Tuesday Jan. 27, by artist Jim
Gallucci.
The sculpture, "Angel's
Gate," like much of Gallucci's
work, explores the symbolic and
literal meaning of doors and
gates. Gallucci, who resides in
North Carolina, has been
involved in other exhibitions
throughout the United States.
Most notably in 1988, two of
Gallucci's'works were selected
for the World Expo in Australia.
They are now part of the
Queenslanif s art collection.
The idea for an outdoor installation at JMU is not new.
However, when an Outdoor
Sculpture Invitational was sent
out last yea^, it represented a first
in JMU's history. The invitational
was formally instigated by the
Galleries Committee, whose
membership includes representatives of Sawhill Gallery, Zirkle
House Student Gallery, New
Image Gallery and other faculty
within the School of Art and Art
History. Stuart Downs, director
of Sawhill Gallery and chair of
the committee, says the review of
the artists' responses was a collective procedure.
"Through this process [we]
looked fofartistic integrity, as
well as meTJOssibility for a positive public flnpact," Downs says.
"Jim Gallucci's name stood right

Books

at the top. We felt 'Angel's Gate'
was the best piece aesthetically
and for its interface with the general public."
Potential interface for most
students might remain postponed until more pleasant
weather: An invitation to touch a
28 degree slab of iron is one easily declined.
"Everybody should walk
through and touch it but remember to bring your mittens," junior
Hillary Breen says.
The event was born of enthusiasm and passion for the future
of JMU's visual arts program.
Downs qualified his explanation
of the selection, acquisition and
installation process of "Angel's
Gate," with unrestrained excitement. "It's not just a door that's
six feet tall," Down says. "It's a
gate. It's taller than you. It has
mass and weight and when you
approach it, you are confronted
with whether to open it or not."
Cole Welter, department head
of the School of Art and Art
History, articulated similar
excitement for the installation. As
head of the School of Art and Art
History, Welter is responsible for
selecting initiatives that will
advance and expand the department's influence throughout the
community and state.
"James Madison's program in
the arts are at the right time in the
history for the next step," he says.
"Simply put, it's time."
Sean Mercer, part-time faculty, also expressed enthusiasm for
the new sculpture. "It's exciting
to be teaching at a university that
supports the visual arts through
outdoor sculpture installations
and improvement of facilities,"
Mercer says. "I'm hopeful to see
what the future might hold."

ANGELA COST AtiZOIstaff photographer '

(Top right) North Carolina sculptor Jim Gallucci stands in the bed of his pick-up truck and awaits a lift
from a crane. The sculpture, "Angel's Gate" was put Into place Tuesday, Jan. 27.
(Above) Gallucci looks on as his sculptor seemingly floats in mid-air.
■

——

continued from page 13

ry written in 1933.
Fairy tale lovers, check out easyweb.easynetco.uk for
history and bibliographies, plus beautiful illustrations and
discussiqns about the "sanitization" of fairy tales we know
in tamer'forms. Did you know Cinderella actually originated as a Chinese fable?
"the universe . . . which others call the library"
(www.Im.com) is an elegant page dedicated to mostly
European authors, especially French surrealists; it includes

portraits, interviews, biographies, photographic archives
and analyses. Excellent pages on Emily Dickinson and
Italo Calvino are found at www.planet.net/pkrisxle
/emily/dickinson and at userwww.service.emory.edu
respectively.
For those interested in book art, check photographs
and writings from Syracuse University
students at
"The Book as Art: Building a Foundation"
(libwww.syr.edullibnews/exhibits/bkasart4inkl .html). If

you're at a loss for words around Valentine's Day, send a
literary postcard from "Just So Postcards," created by a
Carnegie Mellon grad student named Olga.
So there arethe results of my first major foray into the
IntemetMt has allayed my fears of the technological overtaking the archaic, but I have to admit, it still can't beat a
cup of coffee, an armchair and a paperback.
Cora Ellen Modisett has a B.A. in English ('%) and is currently completing a bachelor's in piano performance.
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MAKING DECISIONS ON WHERE TO LIVE NEXT YEAR
UNTIL YOU HAVE CHECKED OUT ALL YOUR OPTIONS

Funkhouser & Associates Call
Property Management 434-5150
600 PROPERTIES LOCATED ON EVERY SIDE OF CAMPUS
.1* *

THINK

■

ABOUT WHAT LOCATION AND AMENITIES WILL MEET YOUR NEEDS

Hunters Ridge
Condominiums

High speed Internet access service
in your-own bedroom
(could be possible) ask Sterling

Hunters Ridge
Townhouses

Front Door Parking
First off/First on Bus Service

Madison Manor

Quiet, 2 & 3 bedrooms
Pool, Bus Service, Fireplace

Mountain View

Walking distance from JMU
4 bedrooms/4 baths

University Place

3 & 4 bfedrooms

Madison

3 bedrooms with private decks,
walk to JMU

Duke Gardensr

3 bedrooms
You cannot get any closer to
school than being on Campus

Madison Terrace

1, 2 S 3 bedrooms.
Walk to campus
3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath,
3 level townhouse

adison Square
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Nothing great about new 'Expectations'
by Brent Bowles
staff writer

D

(on't you know me by now?" asks Ethan
Hawke's character Finn in the final scene of
"Great Expectations." Sorry, Finn, we don't.
Then again, upon leaving mis very loose adaptation of the
Charles Dickens' novel, it becomes a challenge to recall
anything concrete about this confusing and painful mess.
//

R i: v 11: w
It Is pretty clear that screenwriter Mitch Glazer and
director Alfonso Cuaron never quite discovered what
Dickens' novel is aboutjor-ftey've created a movie so lost
in its own ambiguity/and obsessed with its own beauty
that the emptiness at its center is crystal clear. The urge to
transpose the story from 19nVcentury England to contemporary Florida and New York with an auto-erotic, supercharged visual style has relegated meaning to a mere supporting role.The characters, therefore, are impenetrable,
delivering cryptic dialogue and moving through scenes of
such manufactured sensuality that it all borders on comic.
Finn, the nephew of a South Florida fisherman and
groundsman, is "hired" by the loony hermit Nora
Densmore (Anne Bancroft) to exercise his considerable

artistic talent in creating a portrait of Estella, her gorgeous
daughter who grows to be a bony Gwyneth Paltrow. It's a
given that after a tantalizing kiss the two kids will pine for
each other the remainder of their days, but their relationship as it unfolds throughout the film is an enigma which
is so frustratingly perverse and unexplained by any rational (or even irrational) romantic notions that it is ultimately self-defeating.
Paltrow's soulless character gives her no opportunity
to express the talent seen in "Emma" and "Se7en." Three
times she proceeds to seduce, tease and dump Finn,
blandly played by Hawke, a fine actor who has made a
career out of playing dim-witted, tortured heroes. Their
off-putting relationship, which can almost be defined as
masochistic, not only makes their characters unlikable and
difficult to follow, but prevents the actors from evolving
any semblance of depth in their performances.
Patrick Doyle's lush music score (lost in the local theater's poor sound system) and a solid performance by
Robert DeNiro, as an ex-convict, are the only two shining
spots in this dull mess. "Great Expectations" is an even
greater let-down as Cuar6n's follow-up to his "A Little
Princess" (a luminous children's film whose artistic brilliance went practically unnoticed). The light-drenched,
expressionistk camerawork and souped-up editing are as
patent as the film's eroticism; there isn't enough of a love
story to warrant all mis fuss, so we're left with a glorified
perfume commercial which, in its ultra-visceral lack of
depth, recalls Baz Luhrman's abysmal "William
Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet."
And it's the slight improvement over that abomination
which is the only saving grace erf "Great Expectations."

MOVIE- TRIVIA
Name the following:
eof
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"Never drink ai
That's why I ri
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LEVEL OF DimCULTOPV

If youVe got a show let The Breeze Style section know
Call us at x3846
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SCALE OF DIFFICULTY.
One kernel Two kernels Three kernels Four kernels
Easy
Medium
Hard
Difficult

BEN HAPPEP
& IrVP 3tM\rowi\ CriwMfl/i*•TUESDAY, MARCH 3
• WILSON HALL
•8:00 PM
Work as a

Summer Conference
Assistant at JMU
Earn $7.88/hr
Work directh with conference
sponsors and their groups.
(i.e. sport camps, professional associations,
workshops, mid south i amps. I
l),ts -to-day duties will include
supporting Events and Conferences
operations, check-ins, check-outs,
room set-ups, audio visual support,
u i nation, scheduling, ect.
TO APPLY: Pick up and return
applications from the I '/»»•< rsit\
Center Office, Warren Hall 302.
Contact person: Diane Elliot.
CLOSING DATE: Feb. 27,1998

Qualijii at tons:
• Must be pre/Hired for the flexible
schedule, assigned weekly, to intitule
nights, all weekends, anil occasional
24 hour on call status.
• Public rcldiioits experience, proven
organizational skills, and the ability
lo work in (i high volume, last paced
environment are preferred.
•Work environment requires close
team work and the ahilit\ to work
with a variety oj people and
situations.
• ( outputer skills with IBM
compatible wont processing and
spreadsheet applications in a
windows environment required.
• Must be available May II thru
Aug. 20, 1998, and for selected
training periods (evening/weekendsi
during the month of April. (One
i \i ning/one weekend this I

•ADMISSION:
$14 AT DOOR/PUBLIC
$12 LU/JRC CARD
•Tickets auailable:
- Warren Hall
- Plan 9
Town & Campus
- Disc Jockey
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD

1

uisit our website:
iouiuj.jmu.edu/orgs/upb
to win FREE tickets

1

iA a11

for
more info:
call H6217

UPB
■ 11111•

1111111
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BREAST CANCER
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story by
ANGELA J. KRUM
graphics by
PAULA LEATHERBURY
I could feel my- tear-stained cheeks
tingling as I stretched to open my
eyes. Filled with sleep, they
unveiled only a tiny window to
view the cold, white ceiling above.
Refraining from counting the tiles as I had
done as a child, I lowered my glance to
find my parents standing alongside the
bed's silver, steel bars. Whether their
mouths moved emitting a voice or they
only smiled, I don't know. It didn't matter.
Still tasting the stale rubber, I noticed
my throat was sore from the breathing
tube the doctors had inserted to decrease
anesthesia risks. I quickly shook each part
of my body just to make sure everything
was there. I avoided catching any kind of
glimpse of the area between my neck and
my waist. I could feel the tight, sticky bandages cutting into my skin under the inelegant gown. My hand moved up to feel the
area, hesitating as my mind flew-into a
world of negative possibilities and considerations. "What if something had gone
wrong? What if they found the unexpected? What if, somehow, I had lost my
breast?"
This tornado of emotion had started
three months earlier. My college roommates and I had always considered the
risks of over-tanning in the silky sun and

YOU
DO NT
KNOW
CAN
KILL
YOU
s

over-dramatized the effects of copy
machine radiation. I had paid attention to
the recent debates about mammograms,
the "women over forty" plaque, and the
increase in breast cancer among American
women. I had heard that one out of nine
women in the United States will develop
breast cancer in her lifetime, a risk that was
one out of fourteen in I960.
Still, I had no clue the dreaded disease's
name would ever find its way into my,
medical file. Besides, I had just finalized
my teenage years in October with a birthday blast. About 77 percent of the breast
cancer diagnosed each year occurs in
women over 50. I was no where close to
50.1 was healthy, active, getting an education and in love. But one day, within the
steaming shower curtain, all that changed
as I gave myself a breast self-examination.
That task of being responsible led me into
the doctor's office the next week with a
fear words could not describe and lump in
my 20-year old breast.
Originally, I thought it was going to be
no problem. After a quick examination, the
doctor said it was common for women my
age to develop cysts or lumps. In fact, generalized breast lumpiness, also known as
fibrocystic changes, is characterized by
various types and sizes of lumps, from soft

or rubbery, to fluid-filled or solid, that are
completely normal. And, because each
breast is made up of 15 to 20 lobes linked
by ducts, or thin tubes, bulbs and fat, it is
easy for lumps to develop in any part of
the breast structure due to extra fluid collecting in the tissue. The doctor said my
lump, like others common in women,
would probably disappear within a month
or before my next menstrual cycle.
So, I went home assuming everything
would be fine in a few weeks. The lump
did not cause any pain or discomfort; I
acted as though it wasn't even" there. After
a month passed, I checked the area out
once again. Still there. I waited another
month thinking I knew more than the doctor and that he had his timing wrong.
Again, it was still there, and this time it
was even bigger.
"Scared" was only one way I can define
what I felt. Not only was this extra tissue
mass still residing in my body, it had
decided to conquer new territory.
I knew fqom paying attention to
research that any change in size or color of
an affected area was a clear warning sign
of cancer. Within a week, I went to see a
specialist. A second examination revealed
that the lump was not a cyst, a fluid-filled
sac often showing up in women ages 35 to

50, easily treated through a fine-needle
aspiration. Draped in a sheet, sitting on
one of those cold, metal tables, horrible for
making patients feel comfortable, I braced
myself for the worst TKe doctor began to
speak in a slow voice, the nurse behind
him staring at the floor. "It's not a cyst.
You have a lump that is not going to go
away on its own. It needs to be removed. It
could be cancerous. We should get it taken
care of within the next week."
Thoughts moved like crazy in and out
of my head, competing as if in a drag
race where the finish line had no reward.
What if I had to go through chemotherapy? Would I have to drop out of college for
a semester? Would I lose the hair I had
grown just long enough to reach the middle of my back? What would my boyfriend
of a year-and-a-half say about the possibility of a mastectomy or worse? And most of
all, why was this happening to me?
My feet hit the floor. The impact didn't
make a sound. My eyes filled. The water
held back. Within the next few minutes, I
scheduled my blood work, pre-testing and
. surgery. Within a few minutes, I felt as
though I had lost my future.
The doctor and I discussed the natural
possibility of such a lump reappearing
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PROTECT YOURSELF!
^Examine your
breasts one week
after the end of
your period.
QUsing the pads
of your fingers,
move your left hand
over your right
breast in a circle.
Also inspect the
area nearyour
armpit.
3 Repeat the
process for your
left breast, using
your right hand

FACTS
• One of the leading cancer
killers of women
* 1 in 9 women get it
► More than 46,000 die yearly
•More likely to happen in
women
-over age 50
-who have other family
members with breast
cancer
-who never had children
-who were over 30 when
they had their first
child

STAY ALERT
• Check your breasts monthly.
• Age 20-40: Have a doctor
check your breasts every 3
years.
-.
• Age 40: Have your first
mammogram (breast x-ray).
•Age 40-50: Have a doctor
check your breasts every year.
Have a mammogram every
year or two (ask your doctor).
• Over age 50: Have a doctor
check your breasts every year.
GOOD NEWS
•Nearly 9 out of 10 women could Have a mammogram every
survive it.
year.

In addition to examining your breasts in the
shower each month, look at them in the mirror
and be aware of any changes in their appearance.

1995 Cancer Stats for Virginia
New Cases
Deaths

r
later in life and how its maignancy could
change my life. Because I'm having such
occurrences at a young age, my chances
for developing further lumps, benign or
malignant, are greater. However, I was
glad to hear mat 80 percent of breast biopsies result in a non-cancer diagnosis. And
only one in 222 women under age 39
develop breast cancer. Although I was
worried about the fact that my aunt had a
double mastectomy the previous year due
to breast cancer, I found out the risks are
multiplied two or three times only if a
first-degree relative (sister, mother, daughter) had the disease. A second-degree relative, on either the maternal or paternal
side, only slightly increases the risk.
As for the lump being cancerous, studies have showed that nutrition, alcohol
intake, lack of exercise, smoking, abortion
and family history may be related. There is
also contradicting research on the effects of
hormones, or estrogen, on increasing cancer risks. (A controlled study revealed that
women aged 25 to 34 who have used oral
contraceptives for one year or more are 70
percent more likely to develop breast cancer than women of the same age who have
not used the pill or who have used it for
less than one year. Other studies prove this
result incorrect.

, y

4,500
1,200
PAULA LEATHERBURY/.w!/V/rarri«

Overall, about 13 women per 100,000
aged 20 to 34 develop breast cancer every
year.) While there are many signs and statistics to take into account, one-fourth of
breast cancer cases do occur among
women with no major risk factors.
My doctor believed I had developed
what is called a fibroadenoma, a solid,
round, rubbery lump, common in younger
women. Unlike malignant lumps, these
overdeveloped lobes can move around
and are painless. These benign tumors,
fibroadenomas, develop in about 10 percent of women between the ages of 15 and
30.
Although not always necessary, doctors often remove them to ensure they do
not grow and to ensure they do nojt have
rare pre-cancerous cells inside. These
lumps do not have to be removed if upon
examination they appear to be smooth and
mobile, look harmless on ultrasound or
mafnmography, and show no change after
six months.
Although fibroadenomas do not
become malignant, larger ones the size of
grapes or even lemons can hold abnormal
cells associated with cancer risks, especially if the patient has a family history of
breast cancer. About one percent of
women have these types of cells and about

25 percent of benign breast biopsies show
signs of excessive cell growth, or hyperplasia, which increases risk of cancer.
Generally, a benign breast condition at a
young age does not increase a woman's
risk of subsequent breast cancer. However,
based on my doctor's decisiveness and
quick approach to having the lump
removed, I feared the worst. The only
thing I could do was wait for the surgery
results.
Leaving the office, I expected to
embrace the spring weather supposedly on its way. Instead, I quickly tried to
brush off the cold wind still blowing from
winter's long blast. And a long winter it
had been, indeed. The thought of cancer
and dying had consumed my mind for the
past two months. I had debated the results,
the possibilities and the solutions. But
through it all, I had not let myself believe
that the actions, the visits to the doctor, the
tears, were anything more than a bad
dream.
I was now lying in a cold hospitaT bed.
The surgeon had removed the lump while
I slept. His team had performed a biopsy.
They had done what they had to do to finish the surgery. My parents knew the
results. I wanted to take the bandage off. I

knew that every day from then on, the
small ridge on my breast caused by scar
tissue and stitches would remind me of
my battle with cancer. I knew that even if
the doctor hadn't found cancer this time, it
could still attack my life at a later age. I
knew he could have found abnormal cells
or other lumps that would plaque my
mind and lead me to cold, metal tables
every few months for re-evaluation. I
knew that bearing the threat of cancer was
far from over, and that while I lived with^
only a fear, a woman in the United States
would die every 12 minutes due to the disease listed on her medical file.
Still hesitating to ask a question, my
hand moved closer to the area, searching
for life, waiting for my future's story. I
hadn't lost my breast! I then listened to the
fuzzy words emerging from my doctor's
voice as he explained the positive and negative details.
The lump was removed, it was benign.
There were abnormalities found.
I was still 20 years old.

*"'

The author compiled statistical data far this
story from the following sources: The Breast
Cancer Network, the National Alliance of
Breast Cancer Organizations and the+American Public Health Association.
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The Km is hirine its staff to work April 1,1998-March
\ News Editors
Asst. News Editor
Opinion Editor
Style Editor
Focus Editor
Asst. Style/Focus Editor

Copy Editor
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Asst. Photo Editor
Graphic Editor

Training for these paid positions runs through March. To apply,
submit a resume, cover letter and five clips to
Ed\tor,The Breeze
in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall by 5 p.m.,
Thursday, Feb. 12.

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
-ole Us Out!!

■WUTH AVENUE
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PUCE
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• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer

service)

• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates

• Individual Leases

• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units

Public transit at

entrance to help

• Ample Parking
you get to campus.
MADISON DRIVE

JML

•

f INIVERSfTV
The Place to Be!
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Dukes lose
again, fall to
l-9inCAA

WINTER

by Steven M. Trout
sports editor

There's an old adage that
says, "If it's not one thing, it's the
other." Could anything better
describe the JMU men's basketball team?
The Dukes simply can't put it
all together when it counts, as
shown by Monday night's 54-45
loss to the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington. JMU now
boasts a 1 -9 record in the C A A. .
"It's very frustrating," senior
forward Lamont Boozer said of
the Dukes' recent woes. "It's a
feeling I've never had before ... I
really don't knejw what it is."
After a series of games in each
of which JMU dug itself a hole in
the first half, then fought back
only to see the game slip away at
the end, Monday's contest was
certainly a pleasant surprise. The
Dukes came out hot in the first
half, easily handling the 13-8, 8-2
CAA Seahawks. From the opening tip, JMU seemed ready to
avenge the 31-point drubbing
handed down by UNCW Jan. 17.
Led by guard Ned Felton's
eight points in the first half, the
Dukes actually went into halftime with a 27-20 lead.
But the same play that had the
sparse crowd cheering soon
turned sour. After intermission,
the Dukes went cold. The squad
didn't score a point for nearly
eight minutes and the Seahawks
took full advantage. UNCW
scored the first 11 points of the
second half and never looked
back.
"We came out a little bit flat,"
junior guard Eugene Atkinson
said. "(The Seahawks] stepped
up their defense. They played
big. We just didn't have too
many second-chance shots."
Coach Sherman Dillard
agreed but continues to search
for an answer. "The second half
is when (UNCW) turned it up,"
he said. "We just struggled to get
good looks. A lot of it comes
down to mental discipline and
the ability to stay with what
we're doing . . . and all that
responsibility lies with me."
Whatever the cause, the
Dukes just couldn't pull it off as
they were outscored 34-18 in the
second half, losing for the ninth
time in their last 11 games.
Such a losing streak can leave
any team frustrated and JMU is
certainly no different. The lack of
serious inside play has plagued
the Dukes all year and Monday's
game again showcased an almost
nonexistent interior force.
The two big men, Boozer and

THE
WAIT
OVER

WHhN:

Opening
ceremonies are
tonight .it 9 p.m.
EST, competition
begins Saturday.
WHERE:
Nagano, Japan, the
southernmost site oi
any Winter Games.

STEVE BOLING /staff photographer
A Seahawk defender cringes in fear as JMU senior center Lamont Boozer makes his presence known
in the lane. Boozer finished with four points and five rebounds as the Dukes fell 54-45 to UNCW.

sophomore Rob Strickland, shot a
combined 4-for-8, scoring eight
total points. Possession after possession, the Dukes found themselves forced to throw up an illadvised shot just to beat the 24second clock, an aspect of the
game that had many of the
Dukes venting.
"It's very frustrating," senior
guard Riley Trone said. "We're
really forcing up some bad
shots."
Trone is just one member of a
core of Dukes' shooters who find
all the weight on their shoulders

due to the lack of any inside
dominance. Usually, JMU shuffles three players in the lane —
Boozer, Strickland and junior
Fred Boyd — to attack the lane.
Boozer and Strickland had their
troubles but Boyd was simply
nonexistent. In fact, Boyd hasn't
even left the bench for two
straight games.
"(Dillard] said he had no confidence in me," Boyd said. "But
he never said why."
Dillard said, "I've just been
displeased with [Boyd's] lack of
stamina. I'm expecting to see a lot

more of him in games.''
Until the entire squad raises
its stamina the results won't be
any different. It just seems like
the Dukes can't put up 35-40
quality minutes. This lack of production has certainly taken its toll
on the players. Frustrated after
answering the same questions
game after game, some players
are making a call to action.
"I think everyone's still positive," Atkinson said. "We keep
saying it, but we gotta show it...
It is time for us to walk the
walk."

TV: CBS will
broadcast 128
hours; 1 N 1 cable
will show an
additional 50 hours.

1998 Winter Games
N.iiwno, l.ip.in
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Grab-N-Go
SCHMUFFINS
6am-9am
Every Morning

^Valentine Special V
izen Boxed
offer expires 2-7-98

get vase free - limited supply
Call for more information.
Have you visited our Web site,
www.FTD.Com/Rainbow Flowers

Valley Center
243 Neff Ave.
behind Valley Mall

533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
1825 S. Main St. • 574-3178
Crerdit Cards
Accepted
433-7789
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Making it easier everyday!

Always Kroger

frighteniag
IOODSC

DRUG

DR. PEPPER, MOUNTAIN DEW,

Diet Pepsi or
Pepsi Coia

having
Panic Dkord

24-Pack 12-oz. Cans

iiriivji

that's what
One Case Per Customer At This Price Please

you have.

Assorted Varieties Home Cookin' or
Repealed episodes of shooriltg chest

pains. Racing heart. Overwhelming

Campbell's
y Soup
WF*

ten. It could he many things, but all the
1HUNW,
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That's when it's time to ask. "Could this

be Panic Disorder?" Panic Disorder
■«*

m /_#/ SMB;

White Seedless 2/5 T
Crapes
««
J
Assorted Varieties

Tony's Super
Rise Pizza. 19.7Frozen Apple, Crape,
Grapefruit or

medical tests show nothing is wrong.
I

Imported Black or

WhoteHoo

Cunnoe's
Sausage

Kroger
Orange Juice

2/$J
fcw.
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SIS
.12-01

3

affects more than three million

....
Americans. If you think you or some-

Wunderbar Bologna or

one you know may be one of them,

Chopped
Ham
4-6 Pieces per pound

Fresh Fried
Chicken Tenders ».

call 1-800-64-PANIC, today.

-•Panic Disorder
It's real. It's treatable.
National Institute of Mental Health
National Institutes of Health

Kroger, the World's Largest
Florist, can now tend flowers
anywhere In the world
Calk 1-800-KROGBRS
(Roanoke, Va.) or ask at any

Krogwr CuMomer Service Uwk.

A public senior nifty brought

1< you by ihii publication and the NIMH
Panic Disorder Fixation Proynn.
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Trone: Have jump-shot will travel
by Mike Kolakoski
contributing writer
It's a long and winding road that has
led Riley "The Truth" Trone to our door as
a starter for the JMU men's basketball
team. But looking back on the voyage, as
any wayward traveler does, the senior
guard sees nothing along the way that falls
short of worthwhile.
"The main reason I came back this year,
after quitting early in the season last year,
was looking down the road 10 or 15 years
from now, I wanted to remember going
out playing, not quitting," Trone said. "I'm
just fortunate to have stuck with [basketball] and everything worked out."
Fortuna might have had a slight hand
in Trone's collegiate career but the Roman
goddess did not travel by his side the
entire way. Trone signed with Hargrave's
Military Academy in Virginia before
resigning and attending George Mason
University for two years, Port Atlantic for
three days and finally JMU.
"The schools that pffered interest in me
[coming out of high school] were the Ivy
League schools, the Patriot schools and the
schools in the CAA," Trone said. "It was
late July and [Paul] Westhead was at
Mason. I was set to go to Hargrave's, but it
wasn't what I really wanted. Military life
wasn't for me."
So he changed his mind and decided to
play under the run-and-gun style of weUtraveled coach Paul Westhead at GMU.
The fast-paced, offensive style of play
at GMU appealed to Trone, a true shooting guard, but soon wore thin with its
inability to produce victories.
"We started off well — 6-10 in the conference — but towards the end of my
freshman year and my sophomore year,
we started losing. As we started losing, we
started losing confidence in the system and
guys got away from it. It was just a bad situation towards the end of my sophomore
year."
.
•»
A combination of the discouraging
experience on the court and growing up 10

minutes from Mason's campus ultimately
led Trone to transfer but not to JMU. "I
wanted to get away and live on my own
for a little while," Trone said. "I went to
Port Atlantic for three days, but I didn't
like the academic side of it. It wasn't the
situation I was looking for."
After taking a semester off from school,
Trone decided to put basketball on a backburner and attend JMU for academic reasons. "I wanted to come to JMU because I

Dillard and Trone not wanting to look
back in regret, he walked on to the team
again this year.
"They called me this summer and
asked me to go to Europe with the team,
but I had already made a commitment,"
Trone said. "I told them I was interested in
coming out for the team and after talking
with them, they said they could put me on
the team."
Trone's experience does not compare to

FILE PHOTO
Senior guard Riley Trone has successfully made the transition from walk-on to
starter for the men's basketball team. Trone averages 4.9 ppg in 19.3 minutes.

like the school and I have a lot of friends
who go here," Trone said.
Trone tried but was unable to stay
away from the game. After quitting the
team early last year, it looked certain that
he would get his degree and never play
collegiate basketball again.
With the arrival of coach Sherman

most transfer walk on athletes. After playing under Westhead for two years, Trone
is not the typical walk-on.
"I was a little bit rusty because I didn't
work out over the summer as much as
usual, but I was just looking for a spot on
the team," Trone said. "It's all worked out
so well since then."

Lacrosse polls,
honors released

THIS WEEK IN BASKETBALL
Game of the
Week: JMU v.oid

MEN'S

Dominon, Feb. 7, 7:30
p.m., The Scope

On the Air: Radio:
1550 AM WSVA &
105.1 FM,7:05 p.m.
QllttpoKN. The
Dwurf^jstby >one
point to\ODUat home
JarwlO, and loqk to
pull out a second CAA'
win Saturday. JMU .
Jirtll needtQ contain
CAA Player of the\ yi
Week Mark Poag. The Dukes will , need
centers
Lamont
Boozer and Rod
Strickland to continue
their •
increased
rebounding pace and
bolster the defense.
i V*
_
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Game of the
Week: JMU v.

CA/LS

5]jj*

¥*Lk
<&
I.Richiponi^--:->^T.

Overall
14-5
2. UNC-Wilmington :?-. . 12 8
3 William* Mary 6 3
13-6
8-11
4. American
5-4
54. 8-11
S.OId Dominion
8-10
6. East parpUna
•3-5
7-12
3-6
7.VCU W*<t
3-6
6-13
8.George Jdasori
6-13
9. James Madison

r

Jarod Stevenson, UR
Nathan Smith. AU
Raphael Ed wards, ECU
Randy Bracy. W&M
Sun Simmons, UNCW
Mark Poag. ODU

Wn

19
18
19
19

362
309
312
293
295
278

Staik
Won 3
Won 5
Lost2
Won 3
Wonl
Won I
Lost I
Lost4
Lost2

19.1
17.2
16.4
16.3
15.5
14.6

WOMEN'S

William & Mary, Feb.'
6, 7:30 pm, William &
Mary Hall
Final Standings
"Ni
Otl the Air. Radio:
Women
CAA Oman
1360 AM WSVA, 7;05
I. Old Dominion
11-0
19-1
p.m.
y
8-3
18-3
11-10
Outlook: Jh*-^ 4. Janes Madison 1-4
t4
12-8
women will try to
11-9
5. Richmond
/ • #-S
continue their winning
11-11
6. George Mason
5-6
ways against the lowly
T.UNC-Wilmmgton 2-8
9-Pl
Tribe. For the second
6-14
8. East Carolina
2-8
8-12
season in a row, W&M ftWilliam &. Mary 1-9
rounds oiK the CAA
standings, and a win
GP Pts.
in Williamsburg could Scoring
20, 401
propel the Dukes into 1 Nyree Roberts, ODU
22
422
a tie for third place. 2. Jennifer Meade, UR
21
389
3. Mary Klima. AU
The Dukes have one 4. Krisia Jay. GMU
22
378
more home game, Feb. 5. Kari Gaskins. AU
21
321
22 against GeoT
300
6. Mety Andrade. ODU
20
Mason.

Junior forward Fred Boyd noticed the
addition that Trone brings to the team.
"He's added a shootef to the team. Teams
that try and play us 'zone' have to play it
honest," he said. "They have to be aware
of him at all times. He gives us someone
who comes in and plays hard at all times,
no matter what."
The hard work Trone exemplifies rubs
off on the rest of the team and supplies the
intensity Dillard has labored to instill in his
program.
"I have a lot of experience playing college ball," Trone said. "This is my fourth
year playing, and I think I bring that to the
team. I feel like I can come in and score
when I'm shooting well, which helps the .
team out. I just try to help out the youngo;^.,
guys if we run into any awkward situations."
Trone sights protecting the ball and
shot selection as parts of the game he
could improve on, but Boyd said, "When
[Trone] makes (the shots], they're huge."
The most important game of the season
for the fifth-year senior came against his
old school. Trone scored five points as
JMU grabbed their first CAA win of the
season at GMU, where Trone spent many
nights playing for the green and gold.
"It was nice to get a win at Mason,"
Trone said. "They were booing me a lot.
But it's nice transferring in conference
because you've played the teams and
know what to expect."
Trone expects JMU to surprise people
in the tournament. "We're looking to surprise some people and maybe in the next
three weeks if we can put together a win-.
ning streak, hopefully."
*f> -■
While leading the team with experience, Trone knows how to lift the teams
spirits. "He's a joker," Boyd said. "He can
be quiet at times but 90 percent of the time
he's fooling around. He can joke with the
best of them."
After four schools and two teams,
Trone is at the end of his college career.
What a long strange trip it's been for
Trone down that never-ending thunder
road.

Strok
Won 5
lost I
Won I
Wonl
Wont
Lost 1
Lost2
Lost 8
Lost4
Ave.

20.1
192
18.5
17.2
15.3
15.0

The JMU lacrosse team is ranked seventh in College Lacrosse USA's 1998 preseason poll. The poll was conducted by a
panel pf Division I head coaches and the
editors of College Lacrosse USA, an electronic publication.
»
Filling out the top 10 are 1) Maryland,
2) Temple, 3) North Carolina, 4) Virginia,
5) Loyola, 6) Penn State, 7) JMU, 8)
Dartmouth, 9) Princeton and 10)
Georgetown.
In other lacrosse news, JMU's Megan
Riley and Aimee Vaughan have been
named to College Lacrosse USA's 1998
Preseason All-America Lacrosse Team.
Riley, a junior from Harwood, Md.,
was named to the first team while
Vaughan, a senior from Cockeysville, Md.
was a second-team selection.
£*■■»

Soccer Update
Senior Geoff Honeysett and junior
Kevin Knight were named to the 1997-'98
National Soccer Coaches Association of
America Men's Scholar Athlete AlTAmerica Team.

lit!
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Show your honey
how much you care!
Place a classified or
display ad in
The Breeze!
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Call 568-6127

Madison Manor offers all the

Froggies
Lounge

luxuries you deserve in a quiet

Nightly Entertainment

setting with the privacy you need.

SKYLINE KARAOKE

The ideal community for seniors

Thursdays 8-11:30 p.m.
Fridays 8:30-1 a.m.

and grad students, or anyone who

ALL YOU CAN feAT STEAMED SHRIMP & WINGS!

wants to escape the ZOO found at

$5.00

Fridays: 5:00-8:30

DINNER, COMEDY & DANCE

those other OFF-CAMPUS
apartment complexes.

SAT, FEB 7
Featuring the comedy of:

JAMES BEAN & RODNEY OWENS

Call Sterling with any
questions you may have or
to set up an appointment

Followed by the live sounds of:

"FLASHBACK"
All for $24.951'Couple or
$5lper person wlo dinner
$7/under21

434-5150

MON-WED-NO COVER!
Mon-CRYSTAL ARMENTROUT
Tues/Wed-UVE BLUES NITE
Wed-Free Taco Bar
SUNDAYS-Southside Singles Dine & D.J. Dance
$7/Person
1st & 3rd Sundays
Located Ramada Inn
Rt. 11 S., Harrisonburg
434-9981
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Lassiter putting JMU track on the map*
by Kathleen Reuschle
contributing writer
Senior Curtis "Bucky" Lassiter broke
his own school record at Virginia Tech two
weeks ago, finishing the 800-meter race in
1:49.98. "If someone told me in high school
that I'd run 1:49,1 would have laughed at
them," Lassiter said. He would have
laughed, maybe, but he would have run it
fast — and he has.
Lassiter ran the 400- and 800-meter
races during the outdoor track season at
Bruton High School in Williamsburg. By
his junior year, he acquired a 1:54 personal
best and a Virginia State title in the 800
meters, and he eventually found himself a
JMU track recruit.
Recalling his first batch of college track
practices, Lassiter laughed and told how
he "was last in every workout" and
explained what an adjustment it was to
run twice a day and dedicate so much of
his day to practice.
When asked about his training, Lassiter
described how JMU track coach Pat
Henner really has a way of "setting your
sights on long term goals." As a coach,
Henner is determined to realize all of his
athletes' potential and not let them down
— and more importantly, not let themselves let their potential down.
"[Henner] really pushes you," Lassiter
said. "He's always stayed on my back . ..
Sometimes he can really tell when you get
lazy. He's really good about that."
That must be what is behind Lassiter's
array of accomplishments.

Teammate Jason Long said, "They
speak for themselves."
His freshman year, Lassiter was Rookie
of the Year, Junior National Champion in
the 800 meters and a member of the USA
Junior Team in Santiago, Chile. Two years
later, he was an All-East runner and captured the school record in the indoor 800
meters.
During the outdoor season, he ran in
the USATF championships in the same
preliminary heat as Johnny Gray, who set
the American record for the 800 meters in
1985. Lassiter finished less than three seconds behind Gray in that race. It's obvious
with a JMU background and top-notch
coaching, Lassiter is definitely going
places.
Winning the IC4As is one of Lassiter's
imminent goals. "The IC4A is stacked with
800-meter runners ... if you are competitive in the IC4, you are competitive in the
nation," Lassiter said.
Lassiter wants to run a national-caliber
time of 1:46 and is hoping to get there
while still at JMU. He's looking to break
more records outdoors and help set
records for the distance medley and 4x800meter relay teams.
His determination is obvious and it's
certainly reflected in his teammates.
"He just goes out there and does it"
said freshman Jason Long."You can
always count on him. He shows you the
ropes . . . he's taught me a lot about the
strategy that goes into the 800 [meters].
He's the guy I chase in practice everyday."
Practice. A small word to describe what
goes on everyday for the squad. Few peo-

ple in the student body
realize the squad's dedication to practice, specifically for the runners who
have no "off season."
During Wednesday's
snow break, most teams
are practicing indoors.
Most would go insane
trying to run five miles
on the UREC track, a
track with nine laps to a
mile. On these days, you
see the plows, the snow
removal people and . . .
the runners..
The good news is that
the dedication pays off
over and over again.
Teammate Ryan Foster
said, "Bucky should be
one of the top in the
nation at the NCAA's.
He's really one of the
best in the country. He's
also a great guy.
Everybody loves Bucky."
For Lassiter, though,
it's more than personal
feats. He said he wants to
put JMU track on the
map. That mission continues tomorrow as the
team
travels
to
Blacksburg to compete
against Virginia Tech,
ED
Clemson University and
DYER/assistant photo editor
the College of William & Senior Curtis "Bucky" Lassiter smiles for the camera
Mary.
during his practice in some not-so-conducive conditions.

OATQ\GCJ& *J
Join our Team!! Energy, Enthusiasm,
Dependability, Leadership, and Character required.
Do you think we are ashing too much?
We don't either because we know you want to
explore your role as a peer educator while helping others
do the same. We do not think we are
being too picky. We are looking for potential,
perfection. We are looking fop YOU!

Application Available

Outrigger Irrformation Sessions

at Info Sessions.

Wednesday, Feb. 11
Taylor 402 6-7:30pm

Applications Due: Thurs, Feb. 19
?s please contact
Jen ©6613 or Lauren ©3591

Thursday, Feb. 12
Taylor 302 5-6:30pm
* Attendance required at one session
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Off Campus
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OPEN
HOUSE!!

forest.
This Friday & Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Foxhill Townhomes.
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Complete Hair, Nail, & Skincare,
Aromatherapy, Body Wraps, Reflexology, Therapeutic Massage,
Facials, Waxing, & Pedicures at prices you can afford. Packages
Available- Services for both men and women.
239 E. Main St.
Luray, Virginia
only 40 minutes from JMU

(540) 743-1242

JMU's Newest &
Largest Off Campus
housing. Foxhill is a
for sale student
community. Learn
how you can save
thousands of dollars
by owning vs. renting.
Stop by our
open house!

lownhomes
1460 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg; VA 22801

540-432-5525
Model Open 10-5 M-F
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GET YOU DOWN!

i

\uW service ski

TITLES OIM SALE IMOW!

RIDE

Pearl Jam
Goldie
Cornershop
K-Ci&JOJO
Marcy Playground
Titanic

si- -£2^
Salomon
joyride

* $&*/'
* w&&

/

silence
>
/er summer f

NEXT TtrsHONEYS ON EAST MARKET ST.

/

many moteF^

433 " / 21J I
OPEN 8 AM TO 8 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK!

FAST SPECIAL ORDER SERVICE!
WE PAY CASH FOR YOUR USED CDs!
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 L Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9mu5ic.com
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Bosch vaults his way to
the top, earns Gymnast
of the Week honors
in the gym reflects his hardwork in the
classroom as he sports a 3.3 grade point
average.
contributing writer
Teammate Paul Baker said, "He is a
To say senior Greg Bosch had a good
dedicated Co-Captain and the hardest
weekend is ari understatement. The JMU
working and strongest gymnast I have
gymnast shattered the school record on
ever met, and he shows this by constantly
vault while competing against Temple
breaking records."
University and the College of William &
Burke praised Bosch as a leader
Mary in Williamsburg and was consebecause he teaches by example. Bosch
quentially named the ECAC Men's
expects-a great deal not only of himself
(ivmnast of The Week;^
but also his teammates. During practice, it
However, this is nothing new for Bosch
is not unusual to hear Bosch challenge
each gymnast to exceed their personal
since the record ho broke was his own, a
9.675 set at the April 5, 1997 NCAA East ' best, according to Burke. Regional at West Point.
Last weekend's meet was not only
"I- am happy for him," JMU coach
great for Bosch, but it increased the confidence of the entire team as they look for-^
Roger Burke said. "I krpw he has worked
ward to this week's match against the
hard. This did not happen in just one day.
He's worked three years on this vault."
Tribe.
"A team goal is to beat William &
Bosch enjoys the vault because "on
^^^^_^^^____ Mary at states,"
vault you find the m^m^_^_____^_^___^__
Bosch said. A more
starting point and //
personal goal is to
take off,r he said.
/ am happy for him.
Bosch, double
.
rrjj
qualify
for
Nationals.
majoring in fine arts JhlS did HOt HaVVeU ITl
With recordand economics, is
//
' '
breaking perforthe co-captain of the Ofie ddXf.
J
mances like last
men's squad, a
week, Bosch is well
squad he's been a
Roger Burke
on his way to
part of for four
JMU gymnastics coach
reaching his goals.
years. His hardwork
by Kristen Small

DYLAN BOUCHERLE /senoir photographer

Bosch shows his strength on the parallel bars. The senior co-captain was recently
named the ECAC Men's Gymnast of the Week.
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I HATE BEING BOREDI
I HATE BEING MANIPULATED!
I HATE MINDLESS RELIGION!

3a

YEAH. WE KNOW .US TOO.

m

IlIMJIi CHURCH The Church with an attitude

]
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Bedroom 1
10 l 11

Bedroom 3
10 u 11

Living Room
11 i 16

Dining Area
Ii 11

1
Amenities Include:
• Four Full Baths!

Mountain
View
Heights

Over 1400 Sq. Ft. of Living Space!
- Cable Outlets in Living Room and All
Bedrooms
• Double Beds

CALL
STERLING
WITH ANY

Living Room Pre-wired for Speakers
Breakfast Bar & Dining Area

QUESTIONS

• Built-in Entertainment Center

OR TO SET UP

There will be 24 units available for 1997-98
in this exclusive community to be located at

AN APPOINTMENT

the end of Mountain View Drive, off Cantrell
Avenue. Ample parking will be available.
Contact Ginger Neff to make an appointment

• Closer to campus than any of the larger complexes • Most convenient location in town for shopping
• Within walking distance •

MOUNTAIN VIEW HEIGHTS
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management

434-5150

THE BREEZE
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1998-1999 HOUSING NOTICE

KISSANDTELL
YOUR SWEETIE HOW GREAT SHE IS
CALL 568-6127 TO PLACE AN AD

1998-1999 Housing and Dining Contract will be
mailed to residential students the week of Feb. 16 .

Changes have been made, so please read the contract carefully.

Cosmic Bowling
at Valley Lanes
9:30 - 11:30 p.m.
3106 S. Main St.

434-8721
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Stay out of the Doqhouse!

, J*

R sure to order your
Joe
Valentines FitowersJ!

600HARRISONBURG
UNIVERSITY BIVD.
(NEXT TO COSTCO)

get a FREE balloon to
comDliment
compliment vour
your
flowers

Classic Design with an ARTISTIC flair by J.M.U. alumni Carla VanPelt

HEALTHY
TAN IS THE
FIRST SICjN
Of SKIN
CANCER.

We're The Perfect
Antidote For Four
Years Of College.
Calling All Brads!

IRONIC,
ISN'T IT?
The fact is, tanning can lead to
melanoma/skin cancer. So examine

If you want more than just a job, why not
start your career at the world's leading
independent software company? Right
now, we're looking for programmers to
develop, support and enhance systems and
network management, database and application software. Computer Associates provides a dynamic training program, one that
immerses you in key industry technologies
and CA's technology strategy. Candidates
should have both an educational and working knowledge of C, C++, UNIX, Windows
95/Windows NT, and networking
technologies. '

yourself regularly. Look for blemishes

Why CA?

larger than a pencil eraser, multi-

Just ask any of our 10,000 employees in
more than 40 countries, and they'll tell you
why. CA's the world leader in mission-critical business software, offering more than
500 software products from award-winning
enterprise management software and cutting-edge object technology for the Internet,
to all kinds of business applications for
manufacturing, financial management and
human resources. In fact, CA makes more
kinds of software for more kinds of computers than any other company.
We offer a generous compensation package with a long list of benefits that nobody
else can match, including 401 (k) and profit
sharing plans, company-paid medical and

colored or asymmetrical in shape. •
If you have any questions, see
your dermatologist.

fAADr
SpOT
MELANOMA/SKIN CANCER
EARLY
www.aad.org

dental coverage, tuition reim
bursement and tremendous
growth
opportunity.
Call us today and find out
why Computerworld ranked
CA as one of
the best
places to
work in
the
entire
computer industry!
We'll b(; on campus
Friday, February U
For More Information.
Please Write Fax or Call:
Comp'i
Plaza
■ l, NY 11788-7000

Tel: 1-800-454-3788
,737
Or Visit wwwcai.com

tquM OunrW> twpWr* WOH A* product mm itlntncta h«*ri art trMtmuM ol tt*u r«c*ctiv« compjnws
e ttirCownf Ill0i Mil nmnmonu. me.. On. CompuMc MicicIMM Win isiwxM NY 11786-7000

QOMPUTER
ASSOCIATES
Software superior by design.

——-THE BREEZE

COMICS
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Here On Planet Earth\Sco« Trobaugb

• T^KE" CUR. "BusuJes>

Blotter and Co. \Setb Friedman & Sean Miller

Somewhere Out There \Setb Thompson
»*i»».»

JO^AGO,/NEv«-V^LC«)Ex«5TEI>VViK? l^W»wwii£^

fflTfeWfr AMP Sia^Tfefe*
rfU rWScRIK, RA.SCTBE\ ^^
IBiveKACcs
\ALREAM

BeJTHKLolMR/ DiwA*ns4

.A

fwT*
|ROOIA...

•«

^\Al/Ml P)c\A/'
BULK. Qu»MiniE%
DEW/.' /IlKJ
LCoi*Pnniytftic£«

ATFUIR AND J

AT fa O Mrj
Ovai-F*'"1^

m
1 ••cQ4.a,,,<Li

Tuba Man \ Jason Hand

\n D SOTHE fouNwniow OPTIETIRIWNG
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relaxing, elegant, affordable.
cappuccino, homemade pastry.
breakfast, lunch, dinner.
open at 7 a.m.
what could possibly be better?

f Oimple P leasures

cafe and
restaurant

the morning
after

i<i

VACUUM CIEANER CO.
Kirby,
Royal,
Sharp
I need to get to All of Em
for a new vacuum at a
Hoover,
reasonable price!
Rainbow,
Filter Queen |
Eureka,
Tristar,
Panasonic
Dirt Devil,
Simplicity,
20% off with Jac Card Electrolux

£. Market St. Skyline Village 433-0121

498 University Blvd.' across from Costco 364-2988

M

AI OF EM*

ii

Hurry to Olde

Write it down
instead.
send your darts and pats to Opinion
or write a letter to the sditor.

Spaces going
Olde Mill Village
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)
AMENITIES GALORE: '

eta
coLOiueu.
BftNMER □

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE

432-9502

t Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
<r
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.

Call Lisa today and see how easy and affordable off campus housing can be.

mmm
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Stitchface & Sock \Bob & Marty Z

60 Once more
63 Inspiration lor the
versa
67 Mimicks
68 Botchaa(up)
70 Grow less
71 Attacks -with
repeated blows
73 "Sixteen _■
74 Sahara mount
77 Columbus port
78 Pharmaceutical
watchdog grp
81 Ship back?
82 Computer
language
83 'Rambo' coatar
85 Written pert
86 Part 3 ol tha versa
90 Shoahonas
91 Donations to tha
poor
92 At lull speed, oldetyle
93 Church ol England
prtt* .
96 Fancy hy
96 Auk's km
101 Toggle switch.
102 Use bleach
103 Constrictor snake
107 Last part ol the
verse
110 Piano-moan piece
111 Input data
112 State ol an anchor
113 \_breaa..."
114 Caesar and
Luokman
115 Gang hangers-on?
116 Chnatmaa songs
117 Normandy town

27 Salon'msieu
28 Copland and
Spafco
29 Flaky, layarsd rock
30 Cubic malar
31 Chmese-Amencsn
architect
32 Coquatlas
33 Ezra Pound's stats
36 Ftlver rising in tha
Krknoaa
Mountains
37 Flair
38 Part 2 ol lha varna
47 Pasting on
48 Harvaat bunrJars
49 Chan portrsysr
50 Miaou*
51 Moon <r*hid*. lor
snort
52 Sandwich shops
53 Acknowledge
54 Avanl-garde
composar
55 ThaCtock
SymphonyOMPpOSW
58 Prormasdland
58 EguHlbnum
aituations

<0
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
24
25

Life is a series of
tests.

GMAT

Some of them just
count more-

LSAT

28
32
33
34
35
36

LeyteorUnei
Source lor sparks
Slanted trs.
Overplay the TLC
Molecule element
Givaa tha onceover
37 Wnter Hunter
39 Foaow ckrectlona
40 Giant of BnBeh
41
42
43
44
45
48
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
60

Throw aside
Singer Lull
Pay attachment?
Cut it out
Inoter
Try hard to
persuade
Potomueor
Ophelia. a.g.
Beyond reoovary
Pitchera' toppers
Sibilant sound
Diligent devotion
B&B
Casual farewell
Mongolian range

To find the class nearest you,
call today.
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61 Explode
62 Familiar family
member
64 Resided
65 Exhausted
88 Hair colonng
69 Olympic official
72 Demand lor
service
75 Burrows and
Vigoda
76 Extinct flightless
bird
77 Solidifies
78 Greek salad
requirement
79 Twice CCLVI
80 Llr. directive
82 Relay-man's
action
63 One ol two on the
phone
84 Man from
Bucharest: var
85 Sports breaks
87 Ensembles
66 Wavers
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89 Military music
93 Public works
protects
94 Boredom
95 Encrypted
96 Inclined channel
97 Venotalor
98 Olympic akkng
brothers
99 From now to then
too Coarse Mas
102 Absotutery
refuses
104 Product package
into
105 Two**!
108 Lhaao_
108 Sura enough
109 Pontiac of the
peat, m Oriel

..,
"
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GRE
Now Open till,12 am.

Friday Nite Live!

MCAT
Find out why nearly 3 million
students have chosen Kaplan.

33
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ACROSS
1 Callback
5 Henry Vliri tamrfy
name
10 Spat prefix
15 Wad party
19 FeSow
20 Wed without
warning
21 Task
22 _ Ala.
Kazakhstan
23 Part 1 ol a vanM

DOWN
External, pref.
Short. d>v>ward
blow
Atlantic tood fish
Ursorvfnenrjy
workplac*
Plains shelter
Of an armbona
Throw waiar on
AnMheale. briefly
Redo alterations
Beat a ratrsat
from Camaoy
Straw
•_mtha
Afienw • «--■>
Ronmai .'Hm
Mubarak ol Egypt
Vexes
Branch ol
Buddhism
Applying watar
Tampkt table
Silvery fish
Aboda olthe dead
Bar. lagally
Proeodlc loot

Friday, Feb. 6, 1998

JMU Classes
for the
LSAT and GRE
begin soon!
Call now
* to enroll!

Richmond's Best DJ
DJ Lonnie B

Rob Conklin and
Saturday
Friends
$4.99 Large Pizza

expert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results

Monday

Free Pool
200 wings

Tuesday

Fighting Gravity
9 p.m. show

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
•Course'names are registered trademarks of their repective owners

JM's
GRILL
43-DUKES
■■:-■- — ■■■-■■■■ free delivery

■- -
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Monday Feb. 9th PC Ballroom
9pm-Midnight
$5, 2 IDs Required
ess

\\" A X T A
G R EAT
JOB?
$?
££**? 77ie Breeze rs now
$&
accepting
£*£, applications for
■***&\d\*Brtising Manager
gg for the 1998-'99
school year
All majors welcome;

Qet aJvejut ofttv&piuclo.
PLATINUM technology Inc. is dedicated to helping IT organizations worldwide perform
better. PLATINUM supplies software, consulting, support, and education to automate and
manage data centers and support the critical areas of IT infrastructure: data, systems, and
applications. Areas of IT management expertise Include database and systems management, application development support, data warehousing, decision support, and year 2000
date conversion — with a special focus on often overlooked but crucial IT processes. If you
excel In areas where others are afraid to venture, you won't be alone among our staff of
elite professionals.
/
•,.
Discover a refreshingly informal and people-friendly environment. Take your dreams and
turn them into reality with us. We're looking for perceptive, inventive, adventurous individuals with a vision of success. From day one, you'll be an integral and valued member of
the PLATINUM team. We're offering stimulating work, empowered career choices and plenty
of space to see your dream grow.

Where do you fit in?
Requires strong
organizational and
leasdersnip skills.
Experience in,
management ana/or
publications helpful.
*»^fc Ad design and/or ad
sales experience a plus
»

us is a paiid positiion.

Depending on your skills and interests,
you can explore exciting career opportunities
in the following areas in any one of our facilities
ACROSS THE COUNTRY:

• Software Product Development •
• Product Documentation •
• Education/Training • Accounting/Finance •
• Administrative • Business Development •
• Product Support • MIS • Sales •
• Marketing • International • Distribution •
• Quality Assurance • Technical Support •
• Consulting • Product Specialists •
We not only have exceptional benefits but we also offer tuition reimbursement, the freedom and flexibility to be your own leader, and a casual dress atmosphere.
<■

We will be on campus
FEBRUARY 8th & 9th

'&

Deadline: Fen. 10,
5 p.m.

^g, Send cover letter,
&&resume and clips to;

m

Cheryl Floyd.
General Manager
The Breeze
' £&g G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
James Madison University
Harrisonburg. VA 22807

Call x6127 for more

If you are unable to meet with us, pleas* submit your resume, indicating area of Interest, in
the following manner: For U.S. Mall/Fax please use 12 point font with minimal use of
bullets, italics, underlining and holding. For e-mail/Internet please use ASCII format.
Attn: Staffing Services - College Recruiter/JMU
1815 S. Meyers Rd.
Oakbrook Terrace, 1L 60181-5241
Fax: 800-655-9987
e-mail: staffing@platinum.com
PLATINUM Is an affirmative action/
equal opportunity employer, rich In diversity.

PLATINUM

TECHNOLOGY
www.platinum.com

With PLATINUM - You're Not Abne.

TT*
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1998-1999 Rentals

FOR RENT
3BH, 2 1/2 b«th townhouse Mountain View Dr.. basement,
$780. 12 mo. lease. August.
$780. 432-6993.
3BR, 2 bath - University Place.
Full size W/D. MW. Available
August. 12 mo. lease. $690. 432
6993.
3,4, or 5BR unite available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate Inc.. (540)433-9576.
New townhouse - March. Away
from student housing. 8262348
after 5:30 p.m.
Mountain View Heights - 4BR. 4
bath, new, furnished units, close to
campus. Full size W/D, available
for 1998 '99. Call Sterling at
Funkhouser & Associates, 4345150.
Cathedral ceilings, lofts - Its a
luxury condo at Hunter's Ridge.
June 1, 1998-May 31, 1999.
$l,300/mo. Owner-Agent, Jordan
T. Rohrer, 564-1388.

Phoenix Enterprises
437 S. Mason St. (Deck house)
One 1BR apt.
Water, trash & hot water
included.
265 S. Liberty St.
Large 3BR townhouse
on 3 levels. Water included.
University Place, furnished. 4BR,
2 baths. W/D, DW. A/C.
August lease.
Singles welcome.
Individual leases.
1012 Month Leases.

Free T-ehlrt ♦" $1,000 - Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a whopping
$5/VISA
application.
Call
(800)932-0528 x65. Qualified
callers receive free T-shirt.

$18O$200

Call anytime, 471-8671.
Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management
434-5150
Now Renting For

199*99
School Year
Hunter's Ridge
Madison Manor
University Place
Madison Gardens
Mt. View Heights
Duke Gardens
Madison Terrace
Madison Square

ri25.
Foxhlll Townhomes
Student housing - Investment
Property - "Uva Rent Free" Info/Brochure - Call 432 5525

4BR, 2 bath - College Station
Townhouse $225. furnished, full
size W/D, walking distance to
campus, on bus route, parties of 2
and parties of 4 welcome. 4338862.

J-M Apartments
434-1847 (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)

For More Information Call
434-5150
Roommate
to
share
2BR
townhouse Squire Hill, beginning
June 1, 1998. W/D, DW, MW,
TV/VCR. Unfurnished, no pets.
Call 433-2116. ask for Rob.
3 roommates needed for super rad
5 bedroom house. '98'99 school
year. Close to campus. x7505.
Roommates wanted - spaces
available for three females. Twostory duplex with basement. Great
location. Cheap rent. Call soon.
Allison 432 9802.

IBR.pt. S305/mo.
2BRapt. S400/mo.
or $200/person
3BR.pt. $450/mo.
or S150/person
46R.pt. S680/mo.
or S170/person
All sots, near Cantrell Bridge.
One of the closest complexes to

JMM

HELP WANTED
Attention business studsnts Earn $$$, build your resume
running your own business this
summer. Call (800)393-4521
ext.2 for more info/interview.

Sublease • Available March till
August. August paid. (703) 878-

Nags Head, N.C. - Get your group
together early. Two houses in
excellent condition;
fully
furnished;
washer & dryer;
dishwasher;
central A/C;
Available May 1 through August
31; sleeps 6 - $1,600 per month;
sleeps 8 - $2,200 per month
(757) 8501532.

For Sale - 1986 Pontlac Grand
AM V6. automatic, air. 46,000
miles on engine. $2,200 Or Best
Offer. 2346026.

FOR SALE
1988 Century wagon - Excellent
condition. Low mileage, third seat,
garage kept! $3,600. 879-994.7
1990 Ford Festive - excellent
condition, recent brakes and
tuneup, mostly highway miles,
automatic, single owner-JMU
Faculty, call Jon 433-3489.

Owner/Manager!
The good apts. go first so come
by and see us!

Toshiba Laptop - 133Mhz., 1.4GB.
lOxCD-Rom, Win 95 printer,
modem, carrying case, included
$1,600 system brand new 433
2648

Two Roommates needed for 3BR
apartment. Available summer
and/or next year. Call Katie at
574-2828.

1/2 Price Winter Clearance Sale!
Gift * Thrift, 227 N. Mam St.

Earn $75O-$l,5O0/wk - Raise all
the money your student group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for info today. Call
(800)3238454 x95.
Jess' Quick Lunch needs wHressss
for lunches. 1-2 yrs availability
preferred. No experinece necessary.
Apply in person. 22 S. Main St. 51,500/weekly potential mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
(202)452-5940.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Bahamas party
crulsel 6 days. $2791 Includes
meals, parties & taxes! Great
beaches & nightlife! Leaves from
South
Florida!
springbreaktravel.com, (800)676
6386.
Spring Break Panama City! Stay
on the beach near the best bars
$149! 6 Free Parties & Free cover
charges included! Daytona $149!
springbreaktravel.com. (800) 676
6386.
Florida's New Hotspot - South
Beach $129! Bars open until 5
a.m.! Great beaches, activities.
upscale, warmer weather! Try
Cocoa Beach - Hilton $179!
Daytona
$149!
springbreaktravel.com (800) 676
6386.
Act Now! Last chance to reserve
your spot for Soring Break1 firojjp.
discounts Ifli 6 ex more Call
Leisure Tours for South Padre,
Cancun. Jamaica & Florida.
(800)8386203;
WWW.LEISURET0URS.COM.

Classic Photography
Call Corey
at (800) 768-3987

CUSS TRAVEL (1ST IN FUNI)

Classic Photography has
positions available for
photographers. Must have own
transportation & outgoing
personality. Job is perfect for
individuals looking for
supplemental income without
extensive time input.

930 Commonwealth Ave. South

Lowest prices! Imprinted T-shirts,
banners, promotional items, etc.
CCRU, 4334734, ccruertca.net.
National DJ Connection - Our DJs
ROCK Melrose. Formats, Parties!
4330360.

Cruise

$279

drinks & weekly party schedule of
Spring Break events!
Organize 15 friends &
EARN A FREE TRIP!

WANTED
Wanted - Cars for parts. 867-5871.
Exotic dancers wanted - Earn
cash Friday & Saturday nights. Call
(304)249-5068.
Adoption: Loving couple, married
10 yrs. wants trtadopt baby. Will
comply with all adoption laws,
confidential.Toll-free evenings
/weekends: 1-80O775-3699.

6 Days • Meats • Free Parties •

Looking For Musicians

HtClUOCS 1SXCS

for a band and to do a Demo!
Bassist Guitarist, Violinist, and
Percussionist needed.
If Seriously interested
Call 574-2477 Immediately

Panama City
$139
7 Nights Near Best Bars)

Jamaica $419

PERSONALS

7 Nights • Air ♦ Hotel • Save
$150 on Food & Drinks

Donate your vehicle to charity Tax deductible Charity Foundation,
Inc. (540)432-6653.

South Beach

Adoption - Loving couple wishes
to adopt Infant. Happy, secure
home with full-time mom. We can
help each other. Please call Diane
& Joe at home, (800)5791860.

$139

$7.00 per hour plus $150 per
month housing allowance. Largest
rental service on the Outer Banks
of North Carolina (Nags Head).
Call Dona for applicatoin and
\iousing info 800662-2122.

SERVICES

Bahamas Party

24 HOURS OF FREE DRINKS!

Includes RT air, hotel, 24 hrs of free

Outstanding 8-week girls' camp
in Maine needs female and male
instructors in tennis, swim,
waterski, sail, canoe, kayak,
outdoor living, ropes/adventure,
rocks, theatre - technical director
and costumer. land sports, golf,
English riding, all arts - including
silver,
video
and
photo,
gymnastics, dance-, and office.
Tripp Lake Camp, Poland, Maine.
Call 800-997-4347 or 888-617
7477, www.tripplakecamp.com.

SPRING
BREAK!

Daytona $149,
Cocoa Beach $179

Spring Break Travel
Our 11th Year!

(800)678-6386

■*

Rape Survivor & Friends/Loved
Ones of Survivors Support Groups
- Confidential. Call Krlstlna
x2831 for time 4 place.
Adoption - Loving couple & their
young son wish to build a family
through adoption Please call Jane
& John at (800)8952468, access
code.31. Confidential.

(SOOjSSSSOiU.
or e-mail us at
SALESeCLASSTRAVEL.COM!

Boston, MA 0221S
Mbivfrt 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.,3at. 124 ET

Spring Break '98 Get Going!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida. Group discounts & free drink
parties! Sell 5 & go free! Book now!
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex. (800)2347007 orendlesssummertours.com.
Spring Break '98 Get Golngl
Panama City beachfront hotels from
$99! 7 nights beachfront, daily free
drink parties, & free cover at best
bars!
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex.
(800)2347007
or
endlesssummertourscom.
#1 Spring Break - Don't get burned.
SunSplash Tours! The reliable
Spring Break company. 12 years
experience. Hottest destinations!
Lowest prices! Free trips, parties,
drinks! SunSplash, (800)4267710
or www.sunsplashtours.com.
Attention Students: Look Great for
spring break lose weight naturally.
Doctor recommended. SAFE EFFECTIVE. Money-back quarantee.
FREE Information. Call 540801
4634.

SPRING BREAK
Cancun

From $399

Jamaica

From $399

Bahamas

From $429

Florida

From $129

CAMPUS REPS:
SELL 5 AND GO FREE!
DIsc/Amex/MC/Vlsa

(800)234-7007
http'

Congratulations to all AXU's who
made Dean's List! Mary, Jess,
Lauren, Kathy, Lindsay. Stef.
Jaime, Abby, Maria, Melissa N.,
Jen B., Jenn N., Leslie, Jenn R.,
Angie C., Christen, Mindy. Susan,
Mary Magaret, Kristen, Michelle,
Gina, Holly, Angie S., Jenn M..
Melissa B , Andrea, Liz, Janine,
Lisa B., Christy, Lisa F., Ryan,
Kathryn, Kelli, Katie, Carrie.
■—
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We think you're "money" TKEI
Love - AXU
Interested In preventing Sexual
Assault & other Relationship
Violence? Join the Sexual Assault
Peer Educators! Call Kristina
x2831 for details.

cndlcsSiummcrtours com

To place a classified ad In

The Breeze,
NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
Investigation of financing
business opportunities &
work-at-home opportunities,
contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,

at 1-800-533-5501.

please come
to The Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall, weekdays from
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Classified ads cost $2.50 for
the first 10 words, and $2 for
each additional 10 words.
Boxed ads are $10 per
column incrj.

THE BREEZE IS HIRING ITS .STAFF TO WORK
APRIL 1, 1998-MARCH 31, 1999.
• news
editors
#

• style editor

• copy editor

• photo editor

• asst. news editor

• focus editor

• sports editor

• asst. photo editor

• opinion editor

• asst. style/focus editor

• asst. sports editor

• graphics editor

P ~

*•

Training for these paid positions runs through March. To apply, sub'
mit a resume, cover letter and five clips to Editor, The Breeze, in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall by 5 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 12.
——■——-»_
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Don't Let Your Roommates Interrupt Another Important Phone Call
Each Apartment At The Commons Has Phone Hook-Ups In Every Room.

Each furnished Luxury Apartment
comes with:
• Double Beds in each

- *

OFFICE HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
and by appointment
869 B Port Republic Rd.

432-0600

Visit our website @
www.Ibjlimited.com

bedroom
•Full size Washer & Dryer
• Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room.

• Oversized Closets
*

• Built-in microwave oven
• Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
• Bus Service

Stop by The Commons Rental Office,
or call 432-0600, and make a move to luxury!

j

